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ABSTRACT 

 

Stable exchange rates can contribute to a country’s economic development and growth, whereas large 

exchange rate fluctuations could impair growth, price stability, and could lead to debt problems. 

Modeling exchange rates has generated a large literature but is nontrivial. One strand of the literature 

focuses on the role of cross-border capital flows which have increased dramatically in the last 15 years.  

This paper argues that net capital outflows have contributed to two significant won-depreciation events in 

the last 15 years. In addition, it examines the role of macroeconomic fundamentals or structural variables 

to capture differences between the US and Korea, and their influence on the won/dollar exchange rate. 

The data set covers 1995 to 2010 and uses time series primarily obtained from the Bank of Korea, but also 

from the Treasury International Capital System, Yahoo Finance, the Chicago Board Options Exchange 

and the Bank for International Settlements.  

Results from testing several model specifications using OLS and various ARMA regressions support the 

hypothesis of this paper that capital outflows indeed contributed to the depreciation of the won/dollar 

exchange rate. Net debt securities, net loan and net trade credit flows were significant contributors to the 

won-depreciation. Regarding the control variables, a growth in the Korean money supply has contributed 

consistently and significantly to a won-depreciation, whereas a foreign exchange reserve accumulation 

has tended to significantly induce a won-appreciation. This is in line with expectations from economic 

theory.  

Policy implications include that in order to reduce adverse effects of capital flow reversals, Korea could 

strive on the domestic front to reduce its reliance on (foreign) loans and enhance its financial markets to 

make them more resilient. Regarding its global linkages, Korea may influence the composition and 
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maturity of cross-border capital flows by regulating capital flows, by strengthening the won’s 

international role, by diversifying the role of and links with foreign financial institutions and investors 

and by strengthening bilateral and regional cooperation with other central banks.  
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1. Introduction 

Since the outbreak of the recent economic crisis in 2007, several emerging market currencies have 

depreciated heavily. 1  The nominal value of the Republic of Korea’s currency declined from 938.80 

won/US dollar on September 4, 2007 to W1573.60 on March 3, 2009 which reflects a depreciation of 

approximately 68%. 2  Meanwhile, the won recovered rapidly in spring and summer 2009, steadily 

appreciated and closed at W1114.10 per dollar on April 12, 2010 (BOK ECOS). Previously, the won had 

depreciated against the dollar by 92% between June 1997 and January 1998 during the Asian Financial 

Crisis. In trade-weighted terms, the real effective exchange rate (REER) of the won decreased by 39% 

between June 1997 and January 1998 and by 34% between September 2007 and February 2009 (Bank for 

International Settlements [BIS], 2010).3  

 

Stable exchange rates can have important benefits. Schnabl argues that economic growth “is stimulated 

when exchange rate fluctuations are smoothed” (2007, p. 7). In McKinnon’s model of an open economy 

with global prices as given, “exchange rate stability ensures domestic price stability” (Schnabl, 2007, p. 

7). 4 Higher exchange rate volatility increases transaction costs of firms in international trade due to price 

uncertainty and related hedging costs. Further, it may worsen price comparability and could therefore 

distort factor allocation as people may be constrained in comparing international prices (cf. Schnabl, pp. 

7-8).  

 

Empirical evidence supports these theoretical reflections. Exchange rate volatility and growth in East Asia 

since 1980 and in Japan since the early 1970s seem to be negatively correlated (Schnabl, pp. 6, 8). 

                                                        
1 In the last two years, the Malaysian Ringgit saw a depreciation of 19% and the Thai Baht depreciated by almost 
24%. Meanwhile, the Brazilian Real plunged by 68% (BOK ECOS).  
2 “Korea”, the “Republic of Korea” and “South Korea” are used interchangeably. This paper neglects North Korea 
(the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea).  
3 The BIS figures are monthly REER using a broad basket of 58 countries.  
4 The open economy analogy fits to South Korea, because Korea has a relatively open economy, with the sum of its 
exports and imports having been between 81% and 114% of its GDP since 2007 (seasonally adjusted quarterly data, 
BOK ECOS).  
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Likewise, if currency and maturity mismatches and financial fragility persist, sudden depreciation may 

have disruptive effects such as increasing debt burdens and inability to borrow in local currency 

(Eichengreen, Hausmann & Panizza, 2003, pp. 2-5).  

 

The open economy trilemma shows the trade-off between maintaining (unrestricted) capital mobility, 

monetary policy independence and stable exchange rates simultaneously. 5  Several financial market-

related crises of the last two decades have “involved a fixed or pegged exchange rate” (Fischer, 2001, p. 

1). It seems that currency pegs are not sustainable unless they are very hard, i.e. the peg is tight and 

credibly enforced, but this could come at high costs.6 Korea has a floating exchange rate since December 

16, 1997 (EIU, 2009, p. 47), an independent monetary policy (pursuing inflation targeting since 1998, cf. 

Kim & Park, 2006, p. 140) and a relatively open capital account. The Bank of Korea (BOK), the central 

bank, limits its interventions in the foreign exchange (FX) markets to smoothing operations (EIU, 2009, p. 

47). The BOK however, could not prevent the significant depreciation. To understand the exchange rate 

movements in the recent past and to potentially improve policy measures that aim to mitigate the costs of 

volatile exchange rates, it will be interesting to see what role international capital flows have played.  

 

Capital flows have increased dramatically in the last 15 years but plummeted both in the Asian Financial 

Crisis and the recent economic crisis. The sum of all countries’ financial account assets, which include 

direct, portfolio and other investments abroad, grew from US$1.6tr in 1995 to $11.6tr in 2007, whereas 

for Korea, this figure increased from $27bn to $92bn in the same period. Global capital account asset 

flows totaled $107bn in 2007 compared to $42bn in 1995, while Korea’s capital account asset flows rose 

from $15mn in 1995 to $1688mn in 2008 (IMF, 2010b).7  

                                                        
5 For a simple introduction, cf. Bowdler (2007, p. 10).  
6 One of the most rigorous forms of fixed exchange rate regimes currency board arrangements (CBA) which closely 
links the domestic money supply with the balance of payments. Hong Kong uses a CBA whose defense during the 
Asian Financial Crisis has plunged its economy in a serious recession (Tsang, [no date]).  
7 The database does not yet list figures for 2009. Data for 2008 appears incomplete and may still be subject to 
revision.  
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This paper examines the effects of cross-border capital flows on the won/dollar nominal exchange rate. 

The hypothesis is that fluctuation in and reversals of various types of capital flows (e.g. if a period of net 

capital inflows is abruptly succeeded by net capital outflows) into and out of Korea contributed to the 

depreciation of the won against major foreign currencies. The analysis involves portfolio investments 

(such as equity and debt securities), financial derivatives, foreign direct investment (FDI), other 

investments (such as trade credits and loans) and official foreign exchange reserves as parts of the 

financial account, and the balance of capital transfers (government and remittances) as part of the capital 

account of Korea.8 In addition, the analysis includes variables to account for differences between the USA 

and Korea in investment attractiveness and macroeconomic performance, such as current account balance, 

interest rate spreads and stock market performances as well as variables for risk perception and money 

supply.  

 

The relationship between capital flows and exchange rate movements could have important policy 

implications. Policy tools to address the adverse impact of sudden stops or reversals of capital (in)flows 

range from regulating cross-border flows, which could for example curtail short-term capital flows9, to 

improving domestic financial market structure, with the aim to improve transparency, liquidity and 

volume which would render the macroeconomic environment more resilient to exogenous shocks.10  

 

This paper introduces some background information about Korea, its foreign exchange regime and 

relevant policy aspects in section two. Section three reviews the literature on exchange rate modeling. The 

conceptual framework around capital flows and the data are presented in section four. Section five 

                                                        
8 For an overview on account definitions, cf. page 14, and for the definition of the financial account and the capital 
account cf. chapters eight and 13, respectively, in the Balance of Payment Manual of the IMF (2010a).  
9 Brazil recently imposed a tax of 2% on investment inflows into debt and equity (FT, 2009, October 20).  
10 This is supported by Aghion, Bacchetta, Ranciere and Rogoff, who find that real exchange volatility generally 
reduces (productivity) growth for countries with weak financial development, whereas the effect is insignificant for 
advanced countries with more sophisticated financial markets (2006, p. 2).  
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discusses regression results, robustness, limitations and further areas of research. Section six discusses 

policy implications and options, and section seven concludes.  

 

 

2. Background  

2.1. Korea’s Financial Markets  

At the pinnacle of the crisis in December 1997, the won was floated due to depleted FX reserves of the 

BOK. 11  Several economic policy reforms have been undertaken in its aftermath which included 

privatization of state-owned companies, financial liberalization encompassing relaxation of capital 

controls and foreign stockholding ceilings.12  

After Korean authorities have taken a host of measures in 2008/09 to address the economic crisis, ranging 

from liquidity and capital provisions to markets and institutions, to guarantees for banks’ foreign debt, 

corporate restructuring initiatives and a fiscal stimulus package, they continued their deregulatory 

trajectory with the “Financial Services and Capital Markets Act (FSCMA)” of February 2009 towards an 

integrated universal banking and financial services system with the Financial Services Commission (FSC) 

as systemic regulator (EIU, 2010a, pp. 6, 14). Korea adopted the Basel II framework for capital standards 

in 2008 and allows institutions to adopt internal ratings-based risk management. Apart from conducting 

quarterly CAMELS-monitoring, the Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) also uses more elaborate early 

warning systems to examine the soundness of financial institutions and relies on self-regulation by 

industry associations (EIU, 2010a, pp. 7, 11-12).13  

In the recent crisis, profits in the banking sector, which has total assets of W1210tr or 124% of GDP, 

plummeted, loan-loss provisions rose and several large banks saw their ratings decline. Loans are a very 

                                                        
11 An entertaining account of the events surrounding the float and the loan disbursement of international financial 
institutions amid a presidential election in Korea in December 1997 can be found in Blustein, particularly chapters 
five and seven (2001).  
12 A quick discussion of the reforms is in Matsumura (1999).  
13 CAMELS stands for capital adequacy, asset quality, management quality, earnings, liquidity and sensitivity to 
market risks, and combines a set of indicators to assess the soundness of financial companies (FSS, 2008, pp. 41-42).  
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important financing tool for Korean companies; large business conglomerates (chaebols) 

disproportionately get credit at the expense of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME). Large-scale 

default and unpaid loans for three to six months could lead to a complete shut-down of Korea’s credit 

markets (EIU, 2010a, p. 63). 14  

Even though there are 39 foreign banks in Korea with a combined market share of 15.7%, only one 

(Citibank) appears among the top ten, measured by assets, as foreign banks without sizeable retail 

networks have profitability problems due to strengthened corporate lending standards. Most of Korea’s 

merchant banks, once notorious for their connections with chaebols, have disappeared after the Asian 

Financial Crisis 1997/98 or were transformed into broader securities firms. The FSCMA of 2009 

abolished the separation of businesses and compartmentalization among securities firms and thus enabling 

consolidation in this market of 61 players (of which 13 are foreign) and total assets of W190tr (EIU, 

2010a, pp. 14-21).  

 

 

2.2. Korea’s External Financial Linkages  

Last November, the FSC announced strengthened FX liquidity risk management standards, by which 

local banks must hold 2% of their FX in safe assets, meet a margin requirement of 5% of FX holdings, 

and which limits exporters’ use of FX futures (2009a). Since 1997, Korea has abolished in several stages 

many rules on cross-border borrowing but some restrictions and notification requirements still apply.15 

For example, corporations must declare short-term FX-borrowing and must obtain approval by the 

Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) for FX-borrowing above $30mn. Issuing won-denominated 

bonds abroad with maturities above one year also requires MOSF-approval. Often, Korean companies 

who lack access to international capital markets borrow FX from domestic banks (EIU, 2010a, pp. 42-48, 

56).  

                                                        
14 Figures as of September 2009. Korea’s GDP in 2009 was W978tr (EIU, 2010b, p. 8).  
15 A quick overview provides BOK (2010).  
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Residents can hold an unlimited amount of FX, but can use it only for business transactions below $1000. 

Remittances beyond $10,000 are taxed. Trading in won/dollar futures is available since 1999, and won-

FX futures in yen and euro since 2006 (EIU, 2010a, pp. 54-57, 62). Most bonds are not listed on 

exchanges and traded over-the-counter (OTC) and foreigners are allowed to participate in OTC market 

since 2008 (EIU, 2010a, pp. 76-78).  

 

Figure 2.1. Korea’s International Investment Position (IIP) 

 
Source: BOK ECOS. Here, assets (A) are positive and liabilities (L) are negative. The IIP reflects stock variables, in 
contrast to flow variables. Noteworthy are the reduction of portfolio liabilities from 2007 to 2008 and their 
expansion again in 2009.  

 

 

Korea has seen two large exchange rate swings in the last two decades and thus provides a “natural 

experiment” to test the hypothesis of the influence of capital flows on the exchange rate. Figure 2.1. 

breaks Korea’s international investment position (IIP) down into different asset classes. Korea is a 

member of the OECD, and offers well-maintained statistics and databases, such as a platform by the 
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central bank (BOK ECOS). This suggests better research conditions and comparability of data and 

findings than in other emerging Asian countries which makes Korea an attractive case to study.  

Korea’s loan-to-deposit ratio is approximately 140% and thus unusually high among emerging markets in 

Asia; it implies that Korean banks rely on foreign capital to fund loans domestically (James et al., 2008, p. 

38). Similarly, private-sector credit-to-GDP was above 140% in Korea whereas the average for Asia is 

slightly above 100% in 2009 (EIU, 2010a, p. 5). Korea’s foreign exposure implies vulnerability to capital 

flows (and their reversals) particularly in times of crises (cf. figure 2.2.). Short-term FX swap transactions 

have increased between domestic banks and foreign banks’ local branches in Korea such that the FX 

funding liquidity risk rose sharply since 2006 (Lee, 2010, pp. 18-21). The freeze in global credit markets 

in September 2008 caused a shortage of dollars in Korea’s financial markets and so loans to domestic 

firms were cut (EIU, 2010a, p. 46; Tong & Wei, 2009, p. 16). To counter the dollar shortage in Korea 

amid the crisis, the BOK entered into a swap agreements with the Federal Reserve, the Bank of Japan and 

the People’s Bank of China for $30bn with each (Bloomberg, 2008, October 30; Chosun Ilbo, 2009, 

October 19).  

The Chiang Mai Initiative of 2000 has evolved into a Multilateralization (CMIM) agreement with the 

creation of a $120bn fund in March 2010 among ASEAN+3 countries for swapping local currency with 

US dollars to address balance of payment and liquidity problems in cases of emergency (Rillo, 2010). 

Korea contributes $19.2bn and is entitled to draw the same amount if necessary (MAS, 2010).  
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Figure 2.2. Won/Dollar Nominal Exchange Rate, and Movement of the Sum of Capital and 

Financial Account  

 
Source: BOK ECOS. The won/dollar nominal exchange rate is a monthly average. Negative account balance figures 
imply net capital outflows, whereas positive figures imply capital inflows.  

 

 

Unlike during the Asian Financial Crisis, the BOK has had relatively large FX reserves which peaked at 

$264bn (25.2% of Korea’s GDP in dollar terms) in March 2008 (cf. figure 8.2.). Following BOK 

interventions in FX markets, the reserves shrunk to $199bn in November 2008, but have grown since then 

and reached recently $269bn or almost 30% of its GDP. The average FX reserves in 2009 covered 31% of 

Korea’s total external debt, down from 40% in 2008 (BOK ECOS). 16  

 

This paper looks at several types of net capital flows – Figure 2.3. provides overview of their movement – 

to and from Korea, and looks at US-Korea linkages, because the US is with 23% in 2008 the largest 

                                                        
16 The figures were calculated using monthly nominal won/dollar exchange rates and the GDP at current Korean 
prices.  
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destination of Korean foreign investments (total assets; down from 30% in 2002), while Americans held 

21% of total Korean foreign liabilities in 2008, only surpassed by the EU with 32% (BOK ECOS).  

 

Figure 2.3. Net Capital Flows of Korea  

 
Source: BOK ECOS. Won/dollar nominal exchange rate is a monthly average. Negative figures imply net capital 
outflows, whereas positive figures imply capital inflows.  

 

 

The US dollar dominates Korea’s international investment position with 56% of its assets (73% in 2002) 

and 46% of its liabilities in 2008 (47% in 2002) denominated in that currency. Korean international 

liabilities decreased from $826bn in 2007 to $685bn in 2008, but the share of the liabilities that are 

actually denominated in US dollars increased from 38% to 46% in the same period. It is striking that the 

share of liabilities in won decreased from 61% in 2005 to 43% in 2008 (BOK ECOS). One factor might 

be the FX liberalization plan which was launched in 2006 and which has removed all “direct restrictions”, 

but kept some “procedural restrictions” on original transactions. The completion of the implementation of 
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the plan was postponed due to the financial crisis (EIU, 2009, p. 49; 2010a, p. 43). In addition, the recent 

crisis made it for Koreans more difficult to borrow in their own currency.  

 

 

2.3. Relevance of Capital Flows and Contribution 

International capital flows are sizeable and growing. Financial liberalization, for example stock market 

liberalization and the reduction of capital controls, in the last two decades in emerging markets has 

attracted more foreign investments (Bacchetta & van Wincoop, 1998, p. 3).  

Apart from the many potentially beneficial effects of cross-border capital flows and the potentially 

negative consequences of volatile exchange rates such as reduced price comparability and stability, lower 

economic growth, increased debt levels and reduced monetary policy effectiveness, this paper focuses on 

the adverse effects of capital flows on exchange rates. It relates to both strands of literature and intends to 

promote comprehensive thinking about international finance, monetary policy and macroeconomic 

stability.  

On the one hand, there are factors that drive investment behavior and capital flows. For example, 

asymmetric information seems particularly pervasive for globally active investors. Incomplete 

information and gradual learning from peers could exacerbate herding behavior and can generate capital 

flow volatility, particularly in times of tighter liquidity. The recent crisis has shown that such an 

“overshooting” of capital outflows can lead to bursts of asset price bubbles and massive drops in prices 

(Bacchetta & van Wincoop, 1998, pp. 15-19).  

On the other hand, there are consequences of capital flows. In less financially integrated economies, 

increasing capital flows raise the probability of systemic sudden stops, i.e. large unexpected falls in 

capital inflows that could be accompanied by current account reversals. This could lead to a rapid 

increase in foreign currency-denominated debt, liquidity crises and credit rationing in the host country. 

However, increasing financial development and integration beyond a certain threshold level seems to 
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decrease the likelihood of sudden stops and capital flow reversals, thus contributing to financial stability 

and market liquidity (Calvo, Izquierdo, Mejia, 2008, pp. 9, 27).  

 

Thus, capital flows can pose challenges for monetary policy and exchange rate stability and deserve to be 

analyzed in more detail. This paper aims to contribute to the research on capital flows and their influence 

on exchange rate movements. More specifically, it tries to identify which types of capital flows tend to 

exacerbate or mitigate exchange rate fluctuations. Further, it tests whether differences between the US 

and Korea have been a driving factor for capital flows.  

The discussion of the results could inform the improvement of structural policies with the objective to 

reduce the likelihood and intensity of adverse effects of capital flows and increase their benefits for the 

Korean economy. Additionally, this paper could contribute to improving the effectiveness of crisis 

management tools and ad-hoc measures taken by regulators, central banks and fiscal authorities to reduce 

the costs of crises related to capital flows (reversals) and exchange rate movements.  

 

 

3. Theoretical Framework 

Explaining exchange rates movements is difficult, as many factors can play a role (Meese & Rogoff, 1983, 

as cited in Obstfeld & Rogoff, 2005, p. 50); thus there are many approaches to it. This section first 

provides a brief overview over some approaches in the empirical research of nominal exchange rates, and 

then discusses nominal exchange rate studies involving capital flows which provide the basis for this 

paper’s model.  
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3.1. Exchange Rate Models 

A theoretical background can provide some economic intuition and interpretation, but theory-driven 

models simplify. Most structural and time series models for exchange rates have very low predictive 

power even for short periods of time, while simple random walk models perform just as well (Meese & 

Rogoff, 1983, p. 3). Despite several strands of research on exchange rate movements, this finding has 

never really been fully refuted (Frankel & Rose, 1994, p. 2; Chinn & Meese, 1995, pp. 161, 176).  

 

One strand of exchange rate models consists of structural monetary models integrating money market 

equilibrium, uncovered interest rate parity and flexible prices, but other research has found no close and 

persistent relationship between such fundamentals and the nominal exchange rate in the short run (Frankel 

& Rose, p. 8). Stockman’s theoretical model shows that changes in goods prices can induce shifts in the 

exchange rate and may thus lead to a correlation between terms of trade and the exchange rate (1990, p. 

673). Mussa highlights the role of demand and supply of currencies, which supports the argument of 

capital flows as a driver, as well as the role of expectations of future rates in the theory of exchange rate 

determination (1976, p. 229). 17  

A second strand of research assumes sticky prices and suggests that real exchange rates run proportional 

to real interest rates differentials between two countries. The classical paper by Dornbusch (1976) 

suggested that nominal exchange rates can overshoot in the short-run, before drifting back to a long-term 

equilibrium. However, this strand of models too has performed not very satisfactorily (Frankel & Rose, 

pp. 8-11).  

Third, portfolio-balance models follow the assumption that domestic and foreign securities are not perfect 

substitutes and thus include risk premia. As exchange rates reflect relative prices of all assets with 

continuously changing underlying real and monetary determinants, there is no reason to expect exchange 

                                                        
17 More investors who are willing to put their money (e.g. from the US) into Korea will have to exchange dollars for 
won. This demand increase puts pressure on the won to appreciate.  
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rate stability (Kouri, 1976, p. 301).18 This third strand of models has been used to analyze effects of 

sterilized monetary intervention or current account imbalances, as purchases of assets denominated in one 

currency drive up the price of that currency relative to others.19 After some first poor results, assumptions 

were enhanced to include not just expected returns but also risk aversion and optimal diversification as 

factors for balanced portfolios (Frankel & Rose, pp. 12-14).  

The research evolved with the inclusion of signaling theory, suggesting that sterilized intervention could 

be effective if it is transparently communicated, reflecting a future change in monetary policy and if 

market participants interpret the intervention correctly as signal of the direction of future monetary policy 

actions.20 Important to note is, first, the emergence of a conventional view that central banks may not 

have sufficient resources for intervening effectively in FX markets given the size and scope of 

international financial transactions (Obstfeld, 1990, as cited in Frankel & Rose, p. 14).21 Second, a current 

account deficit could be an important determinant of the exchange rate. International investors might 

constrain their lending to some countries because of political risks (e.g. risks of conflict, expropriation or 

default on loans; cf. Krugman, 1986, pp. 30-31; Frankel & Rose, p. 15).22  

Subsequent research has diversified and looked among others at the importance of exchange rate regimes, 

suggesting that having floating or fixed exchange rates matters. Models involving speculative bubbles, 

with exchange rate movements not based on macroeconomic fundamentals, could include deterministic 

bubbles that never burst or stochastic bubbles but have added little understanding of exchange rate 

determination, but led researchers to focus more on the analysis of microeconomic variables as 

determinants of the foreign exchange market (Frankel & Rose, pp. 25-32).  

                                                        
18 Kouri also suggests that monetary decisions determine relative asset prices and interest rates, and this influences 
aggregate demand and output. Capital flows would thus be influenced (primarily) by the current account (p. 302). In 
a way, the more recent literature on capital flows picks up portfolio rebalancing motives, cf. Hau and Rey (2004, p. 
126). 
19 Sterilized interventions in FX markets by central banks offset the effects of the intervention on the domestic 
money supply. However, such intervention may only be effective in the short run (Mussa, 1981, pp. 1-2).  
20 Cf. Mussa (1981).  
21  This first point may no longer hold, as some monetary authorities have acquired a large amount of FX, 
particularly after the Asian Financial Crisis. A famous example is China, which held approximately $2.4tr in FX 
reserves at the end of 2009 (SAFE, 2009).  
22 Dooley and Isard argue that the risk of fiscal policy changes can impact exchange rates through several channels 
(1991).  
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To sum up, modeling and explaining exchange rates is a thorny undertaking as many factors have 

potentially many interdependent transmission channels that influence exchange rates. Macroeconomic 

fundamentals, such as money supply and interest rates, appear to have relatively little explanatory power 

regarding the nominal exchange rate in the short run, except in case of hyperinflation, but matter in 

models with a longer time horizon (Frankel & Rose, pp. 25, 29, 46).  

 

 

3.2. Exchange Rates and Capital Flows  

Brooks, Edison, Kumar and Slok (henceforth BEKS) analyze the impact of portfolio investment and FDI 

on exchange rate movements of the euro and the yen against the US dollar (2001). They use exchange 

rates for the period Q1 1988 to Q3 2000, aggregate the data to quarterly level to reduce noise, and 

conduct bivariate regressions to find out which factors are most useful in explaining bilateral exchange 

rate movements (pp. 16-17).23  

They find that FDI flows (and with them cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M&A) transactions) at 

least regarding the euro/dollar exchange rate are less important than implied by Frankel and Rose (1996). 

One reason could be that FDI flows are more important for developing countries and their exchange rate 

compared to industrialized economies. BEKS further conclude that yen/dollar exchange rate movements 

are partly determined by current account and interest rate differentials. Even though some of the capital 

flow variables have not been significant in BEKS, one may surmise that with increasingly integrated 

international financial markets, this may be changing over time, so it will be interesting to see whether 

this paper confirms or rejects BEKS’ finding.  

 

                                                        
23 For the period before the euro existed as actual currency, its values have been artificially constructed by using the 
currencies that were forged into the euro.  
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Siourounis analyzes capital flows and the nominal exchange rates of Japan, Germany, Switzerland and the 

UK to the dollar for the period 1988 to 2000, using both OLS and VAR (2003). He finds that for each the 

pound, the German mark (later the euro) and the Swiss franc, net purchases of US equities induce dollar 

appreciation significantly, but this does not hold for net purchases of US bonds (pp. 3, 20, 21).24 On 

average, a 1% increase of net purchases of US assets by foreigners (except for Japanese) causes the dollar 

to appreciate by 0.2 to 0.3% (p. 8).  

His results support the theoretical conjecture that when US interest rates increase, the dollar tends to 

appreciate (relative to the other currencies, pp. 3, 4). Interestingly, Siourounis’ VAR model with equity 

flows allows dynamic forecasts for exchange rates that outperform random walks and other VAR models 

without equities (p. 4).25 Siourounis discusses some weaknesses of the Treasury International Capital 

(TIC) data and states that measurement errors might even be exacerbated by VAR models (pp. 18-20). In 

any case, the significant effect of net US asset purchases on the exchange rate suggests that capital flows 

are important.  

Siourounis’ findings are confirmed by Hau and Rey who observe that the dollar appreciates when foreign 

investments in US equity increases (2004, p. 132). In their VAR model, international portfolio 

rebalancing may occur due to imperfect exchange rate hedging.26  

 

Kalra (2008) estimates the impact of mature market volatility (proxied by the volatility index VIX) on 

foreign exchange returns (i.e. the change in the spot rate of a currency) of five East Asian countries 

(Indonesia, Korea, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand) with a GARCH model for 2001 to 2007. 

Over this period, the Korean won had the highest average daily return (4.25%) of the sample (p. 5).  

                                                        
24 The relationship does not hold for the yen.  
25  This finding rejects the finding by Rogoff and Meese that simple random walk models outperform more 
sophisticated time series and structural exchange rate models (1983). Cf. section 3.1. of this paper.  
26 Froot and Ramadorai conclude, similarly, that cross-border investment flows have some explanatory power for 
deviations of exchange rates from fundamentals, but that macroeconomic fundamentals are more important for 
understanding long-term exchange rate values, as flows do not indicate much about future fundamentals (2002, p. 
25). In contrast, Bacchetta and van Wincoop argue that structural parameters are unknown and change very slowly 
such that the expectations – which could be highly unstable – about fundamentals matter for determining exchange 
rates (2009). In a setting with rational Bayesian learners, expectations can change significantly due to “scapegoat 
effects”, even if actual changes in the structural parameters are small (2009, p. 33).  
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His results suggest that the VIX has a significantly positive impact on the exchange rates (which implies 

depreciation): An increase in the volatility of mature equity markets by 5% leads to exchange rate 

depreciation of 0.15-0.4% of East Asian currencies (p. 6). This could be explained by a “flight to safety”, 

i.e. when risk perception (as proxied by the VIX) increases, international investors withdraw money from 

East Asian markets. Kalra notes the importance of country-specific factors which is reflected in 

differences of conditional volatilities. Since 2001, exchange rate fluctuations of the five currencies have 

declined, arguably due to stronger fundamentals, more flexible exchange rate regimes and maturing 

economies (pp. 8-10).  

 

An interesting non-structural approach is taken by Frankel and Rose (1996) who use panel data for 100 

developing countries to analyze hypothesized determinants of currency crashes between 1971 and 1992. 

Using a probit model, they categorize four types of variables: composition of debt; external variables 

(such as foreign exchange reserves relative to imports, and external debt-to-gross national product (GNP)); 

domestic macroeconomic variables (such as government budget-to-GDP and growth of domestic credit); 

and foreign interest rates and economic growth rates.  

Frankel and Rose conclude that currency crashes are associated with the occurrence of low FDI-to-debt 

ratios, strong domestic credit growth, foreign exchange reserves depletion and a rise in foreign interest 

rates as well as when the real exchange rate is overvalued (p. 365). The authors find that the composition 

of debt is generally insignificant (possibly due to multicollinearity issues). In contrast to more recent 

papers such as BEKS (2001), the authors do not examine capital flows such as portfolio investment and 

equity flows.  

 

 

4. Conceptual Framework  

This paper examines the impact of cross-border capital flows to and from Korea on the won/dollar 

nominal exchange rate and looks also at the role of differences between US and Korean macroeconomic 
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variables. Given the difficulties that are inherent in modeling exchange rates, I try to find sufficient 

evidence to support or to reject the hypothesis that capital flows contributed to the won-depreciation. If 

the analysis yields significant results, it could have interesting policy implications. This section first 

discusses the variable selection and construction, then goes on to describe the data, and finally presents 

the regression models and techniques used.  

 

4.1. Variables 

Since this paper examines the impact of various variables on the exchange rate, the dependent variable is 

the won/dollar nominal exchange rate averaged over one month, called “WonE”. For sensitivity analysis 

and robustness checks, won real effective exchange rates (REER) will be used too: First, “$/W REER” 

reflects the ratio of the dollar REER to the won REER using for both a narrow basket consisting of 27 

economies; second, “Won REER” reflects the won REER using a broad basket with 58 economies (BIS, 

2010). For the base model (A), the nominal rate is chosen as it enables a straightforward interpretation of 

the regression results.  

 

The independent variables could be categorized in two groups with the idea to examine both the impact of 

capital flows and the role of macroeconomic fundamentals or structural variables. The first group includes 

variables that represent cross-border capital flows between Korea and the rest of the world. There are four 

main variables: net equity flows, net debt securities flows, net loan flows and net trade credit flows.27 

Refined models (B, C, D) splits both trade credits and loans into short- and long-run flows, and add the 

variables net FDI flows, net capital transfers and net financial derivatives flows. Net capital outflows out 

of Korea will be negative, and inflows positive, into the respective asset class. So, a net equity outflow 

means that more capital flows out of Korea into equities abroad than capital flows into stocks in Korea.  

                                                        
27 Equity positions beyond a 10% stake in a company are usually considered as FDI (assuming here that there are 
only voting shares). If this 10%-threshold is crossed by a shareholder who hitherto held 9% and who increases his 
position to 11%, then his stake will be reclassified which leads to a reduction of the portfolio investment balance by 
the capital reflecting the 9%, and an increase of the FDI balance by the capital equivalent to the new 11% stake. For 
a detailed description about the classification of FDI and portfolio investments, cf. IMF (2010a, pp. 100-110).  
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The second group of independent variables consists of macroeconomic control variables meant to capture 

presumably important structural characteristics and differences between the US and Korea’s economy to 

examine their influence on the exchange rate. It contains the current account balance of Korea with the 

US, net US banking claims on Korea that are denominated in US dollars, the daily return differential 

between a Korean and a US stock index, the interest rate differential between a Korean and a US 

government bond, the level of Korea’s FX reserves, a volatility index (VIX), and Korea’s money supply 

(M2).  

 

The variable “Net Equity” reflects net equity outflows (so, capital flows from Korea into equity abroad 

minus foreign capital flows into Korean equity), measured in US dollar million. A net outflow has a 

negative sign and is supposed to contribute to a depreciation of the won, as ceteris paribus fewer Korean 

assets are demanded. Support for this claim is provided in Hau and Rey (2004), and Siourounis (2003).  

Similarly, “Net Debt” or net debt flows (so, capital flows from Korea into foreign debt securities minus 

flows from abroad into Korean debt securities), measured in dollar million, are expected to contribute to 

won-depreciation too. Siourounis suggests that this effect is not significant for the pound/dollar, 

mark/dollar and franc/dollar exchange rate (2003).  

Net loan flows (“Net Loans”) and net trade credits (“Net TC”) again reflect capital flows from Korea 

abroad minus the flows from abroad into Korea, measured in dollar million, and a net outflow is expected 

to contribute to a depreciation of the won. Although both Net Loans and Net TC have been smaller on 

average than Net Equity and Net Debt flows, they are an important funding source for Korean businesses 

and at least Net Loans have shown large fluctuations (cf. table 4.1.).  

In a refined model, Net TC and Net Loans will be split into short and long-term flows (which are called 

“Net SR TC” and “Net LR TC” for short- and long-run trade credits, and “Net SRL” and “Net LRL” for 

short- and long-run loans). Additionally, “Net CapT” is the balance of capital transfers which is a major 

part of the capital account, measured in dollar million and a net outflow of capital transfers is also 

expected to reduce the value of the won. “Net FDI” measures net outward FDI from Korea minus FDI 
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into Korea from abroad in dollar million. Finally, the variable “Net Der” reflects net flows in financial 

derivatives in dollar million and again net outflows are assumed to contribute to a won-depreciation.  

The base model A neglects FDI, derivative flows and capital transfers because they are relatively small 

and because FDI is supposed to be less sensitive to shocks and more resilient as direct investments are 

seen as a long-term investment. Hence they may not have a large impact on the exchange rate. With this 

framework, I largely follow BEKS (2001).  

The selection of these capital flow variables allows a more useful interpretation of regression results 

compared to the use of the individual balances – such as portfolio, direct and other investments – of the 

financial and capital accounts, as in the latter case the variables would be either too crude (i.e. portfolio 

investments include equity and debt securities), and would contain individual asset classes that are of 

relative minor importance and thus can be neglected.  

 

Looking at the macroeconomic controls, “CA” reflects the current account balance of Korea with the US 

(i.e. exports of Korea to the US minus imports from the US), measured in dollar million. A positive 

current account balance (or surplus) for Korea is expected to increase the demand for Korean won by 

Americans relative to the demand by Koreans for US dollar as Americans will buy more Korean goods 

than vice versa, which implies that the regression coefficient should be negative, as this leads to a won-

appreciation. A rationale for this is provided by Obstfeld and Rogoff (2005). However, this relationship 

may not hold perfectly (it is statistically significant for the deutsche mark 1980-1990 and the yen between 

1995 and 2000 but not for the euro; cf. BEKS, 2001, pp. 18, 20, 22).  

“Net USB” is a stock variable and reflects net US bank claims on Korea that are made in US dollar (and 

thus measured in dollar million). Net USB is a proxy for US-Korean financial interaction and its use is 

inspired by Siourounis who also uses TIC data (2003). A reduction in US net claims could reflect a net 

capital flow from Korea to the US and thus may add depreciation pressure on the won/dollar exchange 

rate.  
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“KOSPI-S&P” measures the monthly average of the daily difference between the stock index return of 

the Korean KOSPI 100 and the American S&P 500 in percentage points. A positive value means that on 

average, the Korean index has grown more than the US index which implies that the Korea stock market 

is ceteris paribus a more attractive place to invest and therefore relatively more capital would flow from 

the US (or from investors in other countries that would have invested in the US stock market) to Korea 

which may lead to a won-appreciation. Support for this idea is found in Siourounis (2003). BEKS found 

that such a stock return variable is significant for the euro/dollar exchange rate (2001).  

Similarly, the variable “Spread” captures the interest rate differential between Korean and US five-year 

government bonds measured in percentage points which, if positive, is ceteris paribus expected to attract 

more investments into Korea relative to the US which again may contribute to a won-appreciation. This 

idea is derived from Frankel and Rose (1996) and support for this conjecture can be found in Siourounis 

(2003) and BEKS (2001).28  

“FX Res” is a stock variable and reflects the official FX reserves of the BOK measured in dollar million. 

Growing FX reserves of Korea imply that ceteris paribus relatively more foreign capital is flowing into 

Korea and therefore may contribute to a won-appreciation. Including FX reserves is inspired by Frankel 

and Rose (1996).  

“VIX” is a volatility index that aims to capture risk perceptions and expectations in mature markets. Its 

inclusion here is inspired by Kalra (2008). A higher index value reflects higher perceived risks in mature 

markets which could imply that investors would rebalance their portfolio ceteris paribus more towards 

emerging markets which could imply a relative increase in capital inflows into Korea and hence a won-

appreciation. However, if the risk perception rises and includes global markets, investors might want to 

pull their capital out of the most risky places and take “flight to safety”, i.e. to lower yielding, but safer 

assets such as US Treasury bonds. This second scenario could imply relatively more capital outflows out 

of Korea if Korea is perceived very risky.  

                                                        
28 To interpret the regression results correctly: Variables whose positive values are conjectured to lead to won-
appreciation therefore should have a negative regression coefficient, as an appreciating won against the dollar is 
reflected in a decreasing won/dollar ratio.  
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Finally, “M2” is a stock variable and indicates Korea’s M2 money supply, measured in won billion. M2-

growth implies that there is relatively more won currency available which ceteris paribus would 

contribute to a won-depreciation. Its inclusion into the model is derived from Mussa, who argues that 

exchange rates reflect prices of currencies, and thus if the supply of one currency increases, its price tends 

to fall (1976, p. 230-233).29  

 

4.2. Data Sources and Description 

The data set consists of time series with monthly values for the period of May 1995 to January 2010 with 

177 observations. May 1995 is the earliest possible starting point because the five-year Korean 

government bond was launched then. All data have been downloaded from the internet and converted into 

variables in Excel spreadsheets. 30  The most important source is BOK’s Economic Statistics System 

(ECOS) whose data was used to create the nominal exchange rate, all capital flow variables as well as M2, 

FX Res, Spread and CA, and partly also KOSPI-S&P.  

The US Treasury International Capital System (TIC) was used to construct Net USB by using the series 

for US bank liabilities to and claims on Korea (TIC: Claims; TIC: Liabilities, 2010). Historical data for 

the S&P 500 to construct KOSPI-S&P was downloaded from Yahoo Finance (2010). The daily VIX is 

supplied by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE, 2010) and was averaged for each month. The 

two REER are taken from BIS (2010). A detailed description of the exact data source location and 

variable construction is in the appendix, section 11.  

 

Potential limitations of the data include, first, errors and omissions in the collection process by the data 

producers. For example, the aggregation of exports and imports may not capture all transactions. Second, 

data may have been misclassified; for example’ errors could have been made involving the distinction 

                                                        
29 This reasoning is in accordance with the monetary approach to exchange rates (cf. section 3 of this paper). In 
addition, following this line of thought, the expectations about the future money supply (and demand) is another 
critical ingredient to the equilibrium value of a currency. Likewise, if asset holders expect a devaluation, the demand 
for money will fall (Mussa, pp. 236-237). 
30 The website URLs of the data sources are given in the appendix to this paper.  
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between FDI and portfolio investments, or errors could have occurred by assigning nationalities and 

residency in the TIC data (however, Siourounis finds that this probably has a minor impact, 2003, pp. 18-

20).  

Third, some data series are only estimated and revisions may bring significant changes. This could for 

example affect the capital flow variables of the last few months. Fourth, the aggregation to monthly data 

may dilute some effects that could be important for the analysis of the won/dollar exchange rate. This 

may be particularly true for the aggregation of originally daily data (such as the stock market returns). On 

the other hand, the aggregation allows mitigating the impact of noise that is usually accompanying high 

frequency data. Basing on the correlation matrix (cf. table 4.2.), some multicollinearity issues are 

expected in the regression analysis.  

 

Table 4.1. Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Average Median Maximum Minimum Std. Deviation 

Model 

A B C D 

WonE 1101.7 1138.4 1706.8 757.0 190.1 x x 

$/W REER 1.14 1.17 1.84 0.85 0.21 x 

Won REER 90.55 89.32 108.18 58.89 11.15 x 

CA 447.3 618.6 1567.5 -1404.1 659.4 x x x x 

Net Equity -307.2 318.4 3806.1 -14966.9 2722.1 x x x x 

Net Debt 669.8 262.7 12493.4 -3373.2 2116.0 x x x x 

Net Loans 265.2 302.8 10000.4 -23524.1 3711.5 x x 

Net TC 208.3 180.3 2900.9 -3887.2 954.0 x x 

Net USB  7046.0 7014.0 19798.0 -1349.0 3811.9 x x x x 

KOSPI-S&P 0.0003 0.0005 0.0113 -0.0131 0.0039 x x x x 

Spread 2.95 2.38 11.27 -0.22 2.45 x x x x 

FX Res 134605 116409 268917 19710 82562 x x x x 

VIX  21.7 20.5 62.6 10.8 8.6 x x x x 

M2 864125 842512 1574216 328385 328541 x x x x 

Net SR TC 73.2 105.2 1477.3 -3238.9 649.0 x x 

Net LR TC 135.1 62.9 2620.0 -2788.9 678.2 x x 

Net CapT -81.1 -61.8 362.0 -325.6 104.0 x x 

Net SRL 279.1 349.8 10256.6 -23427.7 4133.5 x x 

Net LRL -13.8 -100.7 14969.8 -4086.2 1584.3 x x 

Net FDI -182.0 -102.2 2418.0 -4514.4 802.3 x 

Net Der -62.6 1.8 1604.6 -3888.3 618.5 x 

Note: The first three variables reflect dependent variables. The next batch of variables from CA to M2 are 
independent variables in Model A.   
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Table 4.2. Correlation Matrix of the Variables in the Model 

Variables WonE CA 
Net 
Equity 

Net 
Debt 

Net 
Loans 

Net 
TC 

Net 
USB  

KOSPI
-S&P Spread FX Res VIX  M2 

WonE  1.00 0.49 0.31 -0.24 -0.31 -0.44 -0.25 0.10 0.06 -0.01 0.57 0.22 

$/W REER 0.94 0.27 0.43 -0.33 -0.36 -0.50 -0.38 0.05 0.27 -0.33 0.58 -0.09 

Won REER -0.89 -0.20 -0.42 0.20 0.38 0.56 0.49 -0.01 -0.34 0.21 -0.66 -0.09 

CA 0.49 1.00 -0.11 -0.03 -0.08 0.09 0.28 0.17 -0.67 0.63 0.13 0.62 

Net Equity 0.31 -0.11 1.00 -0.40 -0.37 -0.35 -0.21 -0.01 0.21 -0.44 0.10 -0.32 

Net Debt -0.24 -0.03 -0.40 1.00 -0.08 0.08 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.31 -0.04 0.28 

Net Loans -0.31 -0.08 -0.37 -0.08 1.00 0.15 0.16 0.06 -0.09 0.17 -0.46 0.04 

Net TC -0.44 0.09 -0.35 0.08 0.15 1.00 0.41 0.05 -0.42 0.25 -0.32 0.07 

Net USB  -0.25 0.28 -0.21 -0.02 0.16 0.41 1.00 0.12 -0.56 0.43 -0.29 0.28 

KOSPI-S&P 0.10 0.17 -0.01 -0.04 0.06 0.05 0.12 1.00 -0.22 0.16 -0.01 0.13 

Spread 0.06 -0.67 0.21 -0.04 -0.09 -0.42 -0.56 -0.22 1.00 -0.72 0.13 -0.60 

FX Res -0.01 0.63 -0.44 0.31 0.17 0.25 0.43 0.16 -0.72 1.00 -0.04 0.94 

VIX  0.57 0.13 0.10 -0.04 -0.46 -0.32 -0.29 -0.01 0.13 -0.04 1.00 0.25 

M2 0.22 0.62 -0.32 0.28 0.04 0.07 0.28 0.13 -0.60 0.94 0.25 1.00 

Net SR TC -0.36 0.03 -0.05 -0.11 0.03 0.70 0.24 -0.03 -0.36 0.14 -0.11 0.06 

Net LR TC -0.27 0.09 -0.45 0.22 0.18 0.73 0.35 0.10 -0.24 0.22 -0.36 0.04 

Net CapT 0.41 -0.21 0.36 0.01 -0.46 -0.50 -0.51 -0.06 0.45 -0.34 0.72 -0.04 

Net SRL -0.33 0.01 -0.36 -0.08 0.92 0.30 0.22 0.12 -0.26 0.22 -0.42 0.09 

Net LRL 0.13 -0.21 0.06 0.03 -0.07 -0.43 -0.20 -0.16 0.46 -0.19 0.03 -0.14 

Net FDI 0.18 0.05 0.39 -0.44 -0.14 -0.05 -0.05 0.03 0.05 -0.41 -0.08 -0.43 

Net Der -0.25 -0.06 -0.12 0.10 0.43 0.14 0.20 0.10 -0.07 -0.06 -0.57 -0.24 

 

Table 4.2. continued 

Variables 
Net SR 
TC 

Net LR 
TC 

Net 
CapT Net SRL Net LRL Net FDI Net Der 

$/W 
REER 

Won 
REER 

WonE -0.36 -0.27 0.41 -0.33 0.13 0.18 -0.25 0.94 -0.89 

$/W REER -0.38 -0.34 0.51 -0.38 0.17 0.30 -0.23 1.00 -0.91 

Won REER 0.37 0.42 -0.69 0.42 -0.19 -0.13 0.36 -0.91 1.00 

CA 0.03 0.09 -0.21 0.01 -0.21 0.05 -0.06 0.27 -0.20 

Net Equity -0.05 -0.45 0.36 -0.36 0.06 0.39 -0.12 0.43 -0.42 

Net Debt -0.11 0.22 0.01 -0.08 0.03 -0.44 0.10 -0.33 0.20 

Net Loans 0.03 0.18 -0.46 0.92 -0.07 -0.14 0.43 -0.36 0.38 

Net TC 0.70 0.73 -0.50 0.30 -0.43 -0.05 0.14 -0.50 0.56 

Net USB  0.24 0.35 -0.51 0.22 -0.20 -0.05 0.20 -0.38 0.49 

KOSPI-S&P -0.03 0.10 -0.06 0.12 -0.16 0.03 0.10 0.05 -0.01 

Spread -0.36 -0.24 0.45 -0.26 0.46 0.05 -0.07 0.27 -0.34 

FX Res 0.14 0.22 -0.34 0.22 -0.19 -0.41 -0.06 -0.33 0.21 

VIX  -0.11 -0.36 0.72 -0.42 0.03 -0.08 -0.57 0.58 -0.66 

M2 0.06 0.04 -0.04 0.09 -0.14 -0.43 -0.24 -0.09 -0.09 

Net SR TC 1.00 0.03 -0.17 0.21 -0.49 0.04 -0.07 -0.38 0.37 

Net LR TC 0.03 1.00 -0.55 0.21 -0.13 -0.11 0.27 -0.34 0.42 

Net CapT -0.17 -0.55 1.00 -0.46 0.12 -0.05 -0.58 0.51 -0.69 

Net SRL 0.21 0.21 -0.46 1.00 -0.44 -0.11 0.39 -0.38 0.42 

Net LRL -0.49 -0.13 0.12 -0.44 1.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.17 -0.19 

Net FDI 0.04 -0.11 -0.05 -0.11 -0.02 1.00 0.06 0.30 -0.13 

Net Der -0.07 0.27 -0.58 0.39 -0.01 0.06 1.00 -0.23 0.36 

Note: Red-shaded cells reflect correlations larger than |0.50|. Horizontally, the first three variables reflect dependent 
variables. The next batch of variables down to M2 are independent variables in Model A.  
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4.3. Regression Models and Methodology 

All regression models are linear to simplify interpretation and avoid intricacies inherent to more 

sophisticated models that involve structural equations (cf. the classic by Meese & Rogoff, 1983). The 

main model to be tested is model A, using the won/dollar nominal exchange rate as dependant variable, 

the capital flow variables and macroeconomic controls (cf. table 4.1. for the set of variables used in model 

A). Then some variations of that model A will be tested, using a natural log of the dependant variable and 

excluding some independent variables.  

Model B consists of an enhanced set of capital flow variables, adding net capital transfers and using short- 

and long-term loans and trade credits rather than A’s aggregated values. Model C uses the dollar/won 

REER ratio as dependent variable with the same set of independent variables as model A, whereas model 

D uses the largest set of independent variables, expanding model B’s set by adding net derivatives flows 

and net FDI.  

 

The first estimation method of this multivariate regression analysis will use ordinary least squares (OLS), 

as OLS is the simplest technique and has some nice properties. Due to the presence of heteroskedasticity 

and autocorrelation, corrections to the models are made by excluding individual variables and using first a 

Prais-Winston estimator (autoregressive process with one lag (AR(1)), using feasible generalized least 

squares (FGLS)) and subsequently some autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models.31 Although the 

Breusch-Godfrey test for autocorrelation (cf. tables 9.1. and 9.2. in the appendix) suggests for several 

models autocorrelation of order three and above, using more than two lags has not been found useful for 

interpreting the data.  

 

 

                                                        
31 OLS is no longer efficient in the presence of heteroskedasticity, i.e. it has larger variances than other estimators, 
but the OLS estimator is still unbiased, consistent and asymptotically normally distributed (Greene, 2008, p. 150). In 
the time-series context, least squares least square estimators are still consistent and asymptotically normally 
distributed, but OLS is inefficient and F- and t-tests may have different interpretations (Greene, pp. 635-640).  
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5. Results and Findings 

5.1. Results 

The results from using OLS as the first method are shown in table 5.1. All four capital flow variables 

have the anticipated negative coefficient, as net outflows are negative and together with negative 

regression coefficients that leads to an increase in the won/dollar value and hence implies a depreciation. 

Only net debt securities flows are statistically significant, mostly at the 5% level (and once only at the 10% 

level), and its coefficient of -0.01 implies that an average net outflow of $1bn out of Korea into foreign 

debt securities per month leads to a depreciation by 10 won/dollar (since the capital flows are measured in 

US dollar millions, a billion dollar outflow results in the interpretation of a depreciation by W10 to the 

dollar). As the average debt flow is approximately $670mn, this would lead to an exchange rate change 

by W6.7 on average per month which seems economically reasonable and significant. This result thus 

supports the hypothesis of this paper.  

CA is significant and has a positive coefficient which is counterintuitive, as it implies that a Korean 

current account surplus of $1bn per month induces a won-depreciation by W230 on average. A look at 

figure 8.6. shows that Korea had current account surpluses with the US since the Asian Financial Crisis 

1997 and that the balance has been fluctuating. The surprising sign of the coefficient may be due to 

seasonal effects. Similarly, the coefficients for KOSPI-S&P and Spread are significant but both have 

surprisingly a positive sign which implies that a positive stock market performance differential and 

interest rate differential in Korea contribute to a won-depreciation.  

In contrast, the coefficient for FX Res is negative (as expected), significant, and thus FX Res 

accumulation contributes to a won-appreciation, whereas increasing M2 contributes significantly to a 

won-depreciation, as expected. An interpretation of the negative coefficient for VIX could be that 

investors indeed shift their portfolio from mature to emerging markets if they perceive higher risks in 

mature markets.  
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Table 5.1. Model A, Using OLS 
Dependent variable: OLS 
WonE Full model Restricted Model 

CA 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.23*** 

  (14.85) (14.89) (15.24) (15.33) (14.96) (14.86) (16.05) 

Net Equity -0.002 
 

-0.001 -0.001 -0.002 -0.001   

  (-0.61) 
 

(-0.28) (-0.30) (-0.61) (-0.31)   

Net Debt -0.01** -0.01** -0.01* -0.01** -0.01** -0.01** -0.01** 

  (-2.06) (-1.98) (-1.92) (-1.97) (-2.13) (-1.97) (-2.03) 

Net Loans -0.002 -0.001 
 

-0.001 -0.002 -0.001   

  (-0.77) (-0.54) 
 

(-0.61) (-0.78) (-0.50)   

Net TC -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
 

-0.01 -0.01   

  (-1.57) (-1.47) (-1.50) 
 

(-1.55) (-1.57)   

Net USB 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0002 
 

0.001   

  (0.25) (0.23) (0.28) (0.10) 
 

(0.25)   

KOSPI-S&P 4426.2*** 4353.2*** 4327.9*** 4512.4*** 4424.6*** 4342.0*** 4408.4*** 

  (2.63) (2.60) (2.58) (2.67) (2.64) (2.59) (2.65) 

Spread 20.02*** 20.83*** 20.31*** 22.44*** 19.71*** 20.48*** 22.58*** 

  (3.91) (4.22) (3.99) (4.58) (3.98) (4.05) (5.01) 

FX Res -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** 

  (-7.82) (-8.87) (-7.82) (-8.11) (-7.95) (-10.86) (-14.56) 

VIX -1.06 -0.60 -0.51 -1.07 -1.06 
 

  

  (-0.70) (-0.46) (-0.38) (-0.70) (-0.70) 
 

  

M2 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 

  (7.60) (8.38) (7.65) (8.00) (7.69) (11.43) (14.65) 

Constant 733.9*** 729.4*** 727.7*** 710.8*** 739.7*** 730.0*** 708.4*** 

  (17.57) (12.77) (17.77) (18.11) (21.31) (17.66) (24.09) 

F statistic 64.38 71.05 70.93 69.96 0.68 70.99 118.85 

R2 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 

Adj R2 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 

Breusch-Pagan LM Test 2.95 3.04 2.88 2.93 2.99 3.61 3.26 

DW  0.72 0.70 0.73 0.68 0.71 0.71 0.68 

AIC 2088.07 2086.47 2086.70 2088.68 2086.14 2086.59 2081.35 

BIC 2126.18 2121.41 2121.64 2123.62 2121.07 2121.53 2103.58 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted setting, variables have been omitted based on a Wald test (H0: 
variable equals 0) at the 5% level.  

 

 

Model A seems to show no signs of heteroskedasticity, as the Breusch-Pagan test values are below the 

critical chi2 values. Because the small Durbin-Watson (DW) test values suggest the presence of 

autocorrelation in the OLS regression, a simple adjustment is made using an AR(1) process whose results 

are shown in table 5.2. The explanatory power of the model improves to an R2 above 0.84. Despite sign 

reversals in insignificant coefficients (of Net Equity, Net USB, and VIX), three capital flow variables 
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have still the predicted negative coefficients and Net Loans are now significant. So, a net loan outflow of 

$1bn induces a depreciation by W2 on average in a month.  

 

Table 5.2. Model A, Using AR(1) 

Dependent 
variable:  

Autocorrelation correction with Prais-Winston AR(1) 

With robust standard errors, single lag 

WonE Full model Restricted Model 

CA 0.03** 0.03** 0.03** 0.04** 0.03** 0.03** 0.04** 

  (2.28) (2.24) (2.24) (2.32) (2.27) (2.50) (2.39) 

Net Equity 0.001 
 

0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001   

  (0.49) 
 

(1.85) (0.65) (0.50) (0.48)   

Net Debt -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.0004 

  (-1.35) (-1.46) (-0.31) (-1.33) (-1.25) (-1.36) (-0.24) 

Net Loans -0.002* -0.002** 
 

-0.002 -0.002* -0.002**   

  (-1.77) (-2.10) 
 

(-1.61) (-1.75) (-2.15)   

Net TC -0.01* -0.01* -0.01* 
 

-0.01* -0.01*   

  (-1.85) (-1.88) (-1.71) 
 

(-1.88) (-1.87)   

Net USB -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.002 
 

-0.002   

  (-1.38) (-1.39) (-1.28) (-1.58) 
 

(-1.39)   

KOSPI-S&P 589.42 628.14 535.19 722.89* 554.64 593.65 771.91* 

  (1.33) (1.40) (1.22) (1.66) (1.26) (1.35) (1.85) 

Spread 35.45** 35.52** 34.45** 36.57** 36.56** 35.55** 36.91** 

  (2.17) (2.19) (2.09) (2.01) (2.18) (2.32) (2.08) 

FX Res -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.005*** 

  (-5.29) (-5.38) (-4.92) (-4.86) (-5.33) (-6.72) (-6.33) 

VIX 0.10 -0.005 0.43 0.15 0.10 
 

  

  (0.06) (0.00) (0.29) (0.09) (0.06) 
 

  

M2 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 

  (4.51) (4.59) (4.21) (4.26) (4.51) (5.95) (5.43) 

Constant 584.8*** 585.3*** 561.5*** 573.4*** 570.6*** 5834.0*** 532.7*** 

  (3.79) (3.80) (3.40) (3.62) (3.64) (3.92) (3.18) 

F statistic 124.84 136.33 107.17 122.80 136.87 117.75 156.48 

R2 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.84 

DW (transformed) 1.32 1.32 1.28 1.27 1.31 1.32 1.23 

Roh 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.95 

AIC 1796.72 1794.98 1799.50 1807.12 1796.20 1794.59 1806.33 

BIC 1834.83 1829.92 1834.43 1842.06 1831.14 1829.53 1828.56 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted model, variables have been omitted based on a Wald test (H0: 
variable equals 0) at the 5% level. Roh is the estimated coefficient in the regression �� =  ����� +  	�.  

 

 

Testing model A with OLS using the natural log of WonE yields significant negative coefficients among 

others for Net Debt, implying that a net outflow contributes to a won-depreciation and thus further 
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lending support to the hypothesis of this paper. Using ln(WonE) in a AR(1) setting yields significant 

negative coefficients for Net Loans and Net TC. But the DW test values hints at even stronger 

autocorrelation problems.32  

 

Model B uses short- and long-term flows for loans and trade credits instead of aggregated values as in 

model A. The OLS regression output for model B is in the appendix (table 9.5.) and shows – similar to 

the OLS regression for model A – CA, Net Debt, KOSPI-S&P, Spread, FX Res, M2 are significant at 

either the 5% or 1% level. New is that the coefficient for short-run trade credit flows is significant at the 1% 

level, with the expected negative sign. This implies an average depreciation of W40 per month for $1bn 

net outflows of trade credits, which is economically significant and thus supports the claim of this paper. 

Likewise, Net CapT’s coefficient is negative (as expected) and statistically significant at the 5% level.  

Unfortunately, Breusch-Pagan LM and DW test values hint at the presence of heteroskedasticity and 

autocorrelation. Net Equity’s coefficient now has a positive sign which is counterintuitive. This sign 

reversal may suggest that equity flows may not have a direct or simultaneous effect on the exchange rate. 

Indeed, figure 2.3. suggests that there were heavy net equity outflows before some months before the 

won-depreciation started in late 2008. This net equity outflow in 2007 seems to have been at least partly 

influence government policies encouraging overseas investment (Kim, Kim &Suh, 2009, p. 14).  

 

Using a Prais-Winston AR(1) process can ameliorate the results for model B (cf. table 5.3.). As expected, 

the coefficients for all capital flow variables, except Net CapT and Net LRL, are negative with significant 

coefficients for Net Debt, Net SR TC, Net CapT and Net SRL at least at the 10% level. The contribution 

of a $1bn net outflow to a won-depreciation for each of the capital flow types ranges from W0.4 (for Net 

Equity) to W14 (for Net SR TC). The result with significant short-run flows and insignificant long-run 

flows (for loans and trade credits) appears intuitive, as longer-term capital flows may be more stable. In 

                                                        
32 The regression output is not shown here, but available upon request from the author.  
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contrast, short-run flows can change quickly, and herding behavior of investors may reinforce net capital 

outflows in times of crises which then could explain a significant effect on the exchange rate.  

 

Table 5.3. Model B, Using AR(1) 
Dependent 
variable:  

Autocorrelation correction with Prais-Winston AR(1) 
With robust standard errors, single lag 

WonE Full model Restricted Model 

CA 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.04*** 

  (2.96) (2.92) (2.96) (3.02) (3.05) (2.72) (2.74) 

Net Equity -0.0004 
 

-0.0004 -0.0008 -0.0004 -0.0009 
   (-0.25) 

 
(-0.24) (-0.48) (-0.23) (-0.46) 

 Net Debt -0.004** -0.004** -0.004** -0.003** -0.004** -0.005*** -0.004*** 

  (-2.22) (-2.22) (-2.12) (-1.98) (-2.18) (-2.63) (-2.66) 

Net USB -0.001 -0.001 
 

-0.001 -0.001 -0.002   

  (-1.36) (-1.37) 
 

(-1.55) (-1.38) (-1.45)   

KOSPI-S&P 404 383 378 689 398 296   

  (0.87) (0.83) (0.82) (1.58) (0.86) (0.64)   

Spread 28.3*** 28.3*** 29.1*** 29.9*** 28.3*** 32.0*** 36.5*** 

  (3.57) (3.58) (3.66) (3.36) (3.57) (2.90) (2.49) 

FX Res -0.004*** -0.003*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.003*** -0.003*** 

  (-5.58) (-5.64) (-5.67) (-5.38) (-5.70) (-5.44) (-5.00) 

VIX -0.40 -0.35 -0.38 -0.44 -0.40 -0.84   

  (-0.42) (-0.39) (-0.41) (-0.43) (-0.42) (-0.65)   

M2 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 

  (5.15) (5.17) (5.21) (4.92) (5.20) (5.07) (5.22) 

Net SR TC -0.014* -0.014* -0.014* 
 

-0.014* -0.017*   

  (-1.84) (-1.85) (-1.90) 
 

(-1.85) (-1.93)   

Net LR TC -0.0007 -0.0005 -0.0009 -0.0006 
 

-0.0022   

  (-0.18) (-0.14) (-0.25) (-0.17) 
 

(-0.57)   

Net CapT 0.20*** 0.20*** 0.20*** 0.21*** 0.20*** 0.19*** 0.20*** 

  (3.98) (3.98) (3.83) (4.36) (3.86) (4.06) (4.26) 

Net SRL -0.002** -0.002** -0.002** -0.002** -0.002** -0.003* -0.003* 

  (-2.14) (-2.25) (-2.07) (-2.05) (-2.12) (-1.80) (-1.69) 

Net LRL 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.006 
 

  

  (1.25) (1.24) (1.28) (1.33) (1.26) 
 

  

Constant 612*** 612*** 600*** 607*** 613*** 600*** 579*** 

  (4.46) (4.47) (4.39) (4.27) (4.49) (4.21) (3.91) 

F statistic 86.81 93.23 93.3 85.99 93.83 93.97 159.36 

R2 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.86 

DW (transformed) 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.40 1.46 1.41 1.24 

AIC 1717.79 1715.76 1717.01 1724.58 1716.04 1726.99 1736.50 

BIC 1765.08 1759.91 1761.16 1768.73 1760.19 1771.13 1761.72 

Roh 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted model, variables have been omitted based on a Wald test (H0: 
variable equals 0) at the 5% level. Roh is the estimated coefficient in the regression �� =  ����� +  	�.  
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Significant coefficients for FX Res and M2 support our intuition that FX Res accumulation reflects a 

capital inflow and thus contributes to a won-appreciation whereas increasing Korea’s M2 contributes to a 

won-depreciation. Net US banking claims have again the anticipated negative sign, but are statistically 

and economically not important, while the relative stock index performance captured with the KOSPI-

S&P has, like CA, a counterintuitively positive coefficient, implying that a stronger Korean stock market 

performance and capital account surplus (relative to the US) contributes to a won-depreciation.  

 

 

5.2. Robustness, Findings and Limitations  

Robustness 

To further test the robustness of the results, some adjusted models and methods are used. Estimating 

model A as ARMA(1,1) process yields a lower DW test value suggesting that at least part of the 

autocorrelation has been accounted for (the results are given in table 9.3. in the appendix). The negative 

coefficients of Net Debt, Net Loans and Net TC are now significant at least at the 10% level, thus 

confirming the earlier results. Likewise, the coefficients of M2 and FX Res are significant at the 1% level 

with the expected signs and thus also confirming earlier results. The VIX and Net USB remain 

insignificant and the coefficients of CA, KOSPI-S&P and Spread remain counterintuitive. Adding one 

more lag by using ARMA(1,2) and ARMA(2,1) strengthen these findings (cf. table 9.4.). An ARMA(3,3) 

regression basing on model A supports the claim with regard to the capital flow variables, yielding 

negative coefficients for Net Debt, Net Loans, Net TC, Net USB, KOSPI-S&P (which has now the 

anticipated sign), and FX Res (significant at the 1% level) and a positive, significant coefficient for 

Spread.33  

 

                                                        
33 The results for ARMA(3,3) are not shown here. An argument for three lags could be made by looking at the 
partial autocorrelation of WonE and Won REER (figures 8.7. and 8.8.).  
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Using model C with the ratio of the dollar and won REER as dependent variable in an OLS regression (cf. 

table 9.6.), yields similar results as model A using OLS. Even though the interpretation of the coefficients 

in model C is not straightforward, it confirms the negative coefficient of the capital flow variables of 

which Net Debt and Net TC are significant, as well as the significance of FX Res and M2 with the 

anticipated signs of the coefficients.  

 

Model D (cf. table 9.7.) uses the Won REER and extends the set of capital flow variables to include net 

FDI and net derivatives flows. The interpretation of the signs of the coefficients here differs from the 

nominal exchange rate as a lower value of the REER implies depreciation, whereas in models A and B a 

lower won/dollar rate would imply appreciation of the won. In the OLS regression, as expected, capital 

outflows (which are negative) in Net Debt, Net SRL and Net SR TC flows contribute to a lower Won 

REER value and thus a depreciation as those variables have significant and positive coefficients. 

Surprisingly, Net LR TC and Net CapT have significant but negative coefficients which implies here that 

they contribute to a REER depreciation. Using AR(1) yields the same story, but now net financial 

derivatives outflows also contribute to a won-depreciation, although at an economically insignificant level 

($1bn outflows yield a depreciation by W0.5 on average per month). Interestingly, only in the AR(1) 

process do net derivatives outflows have a significant (depreciating, as expected) impact on the won, 

while the sign of the coefficient of Net Der using OLS is counterintuitive.  

 

Findings 

To sum up, the central findings are, basing on models A and B and largely confirmed by models C and D, 

that, first, net capital outflows (except for the special case of equity flows, and long-run loans and trade 

credits flows) are consistently having a negative coefficient and thus imply contributing to a won-

depreciation. Put differently, debt securities flows, (short-run) trade credit and (primarily short-run) loan 

flows have significantly influenced the won/dollar nominal exchange rate in the anticipated direction. 

This supports the hypothesis of this paper. Second, regarding the control variables, a growth in M2 
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appears to be consistently contributing to a won-depreciation, whereas a growing FX reserve 

accumulation induces a won-appreciation which is in line with expectations from theory.  

Third, a Korean current account surplus, a positive KOSPI-S&P return differential and a positive interest 

rate spread are consistently contributing to a won-depreciation which is counterintuitive. However, 

studies such as BEKS (2001) and Frankel and Rose (1996) have similarly found that the current account 

may have this counterintuitive impact. One interpretation could be that Korea might be seen as strong 

export-oriented economy with relatively underdeveloped financial markets which may be relatively 

unattractive to foreign investors. Thus, the net capital inflow from a trade surplus may be channeled back 

abroad, and the return differentials in stocks and the interest rate may not be sufficiently large to attract 

sizeable capital.  

The coefficients of Net USB and VIX have often been insignificant and had their signs changed in 

different regressions, so their role appears to be ambiguous and not so important. The key results of the 

capital flow variables, FX Res and M2 are not just statistically significant, but also economically: An 

average of $1bn net capital outflow results in a won-depreciation by typically W2 to W14. An average 

increase of FX reserves in Korea by $1bn results in an appreciation by W3 to W5, whereas an increase in 

M2 by W1bn contributes to a depreciation by W1.  

 

Limitations  

There are at least the following caveats and limitations to the regression results. First, the Breusch-

Godfrey test statistics for models A and B (cf. tables 9.1. and 9.2.) imply that there is autocorrelation over 

many lags which may call for a more elaborate model to improve estimation results. Second, even though 

the Breusch-Pagan test implies that there is at least for model A using OLS no heteroskedasticity in the 

specific form that the test assumes, using White’s general test for model A gives a value that is far above 

the critical chi2 value which implies rejection of the hypothesis of homoskedasticity. However, since the 
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White test is non-constructive and may capture other specification errors, it is not clear how to fix the 

problem.34  

Third, the models of this paper have not taken into account that the coefficients of the capital flow (and 

other) variables may be varying over time and in different circumstances. The coefficients from the 

estimations provided above are to be read as “on average”; however, it is plausible to think that capital 

flows are endogenous to other factors and may only at certain times have a significant impact on the 

exchange rate. So, the models used in this paper may exclude many potentially important factors in 

international financial markets which may affect cross-border capital flows.35  

One option would be to perform event studies to see the impact of capital flows in times of crises. 

Another option, although nontrivial, is to build a structural model that can integrate factors determining 

when and to which degree the hypothesized impact on the won/dollar rate holds.  

 

 

5.3. Potential Areas for Further Research  

One area of controversy is the level of healthy capital flows. Financial liberalization tends to increase 

cross-border investments which may exceed at times the absorptive capacity of a country’s financial 

markets, and thus may lead to asset price bubbles. Absorptive capacity levels and their determinants still 

need to be further researched (Bacchetta & van Wincoop, 1998, p. 23).  

Second, and related to the above could be further research on the degree of financial integration, capital 

flows and the likelihood of sudden stops and other adverse outcomes. As Calvo, Izquierdo and Mejia note, 

                                                        
34 The Breusch-Pagan LM Test examines the null hypothesis ∝ = � (which would imply homoskedasticity) in the 

assumed heteroskedasticity form �
� =  ����∝�+∝′ ��� where �� is a vector of independent variables (Greene, p. 

166).  
35  For example, in late 2008 the global demand for dollars grew while the supply shrank which led many 
international firms to seek FX swaps. The shortage of dollars led to a sharp rise in premiums to be paid to obtain 
dollars in the FX market (peaking beyond 200 basis points in September/October 2008; cf. Coffrey, Hrung, Nguyen 
& Sarkar, 2009). This and other international developments have probably influenced cross-border capital flows 
involving Korea as well as the won exchange rate directly. Kohler surmises that the role of short-term interest rate 
differentials in the depreciation and their reversals has increased along with the importance of carry trading since 
1997, which may reflect a structural shift in the factors that determine exchange rates (2010).  
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there seems to be a threshold of financial integration after which sudden stops are less likely to occur 

(2008). From a policymaker’s perspective, it would be interesting to explore what elements of financial 

liberalization and global (or regional) integration may be relatively more desirable than others and how 

this could improve sequencing of financial reforms.  

Third, further research may be dedicated on funding costs and sources, especially in times of crises. As 

seen in the recent financial crisis, a global shortage of dollars can lead quickly to large price premiums 

and, following liquidity problems, risk premiums. Strains in international capital markets may disable 

some to borrow funds and even make them lose their borrowed funds as loans are called in. This may 

have profound consequences on cross-border capital flows (cf. Coffrey, Hrung, Nguyen & Sarkar, 2009).  

Fourth, related to that, another area may focus on designing conditions for improving capital markets and 

mitigating imperfect information. As Goldstein, Razin and Tong note, informed investors may sometimes 

be at a disadvantage when they are forced to liquidate assets, and other market participants know that the 

former are better informed (and thus assume their situation must be dramatic to accept fire sales), and thus 

empower the latter to extract even lower prices in such fire sales (2010, p. 15).  

 

 

6. Policy Implications  

Having found that sudden stops and reversals in cross-border capital flows have contributed to two quick 

and significant depreciations of the won against the US dollar, it is reasonable to consider how to avoid or 

at least mitigate the adverse effects of capital flow volatility. The following discussion provides only a 

small synopsis of the issues that involve cross-border capital flows, exchange rate smoothing and 

macroeconomic stabilization. This section presents first some implications and options for enhancing 

Korea’s domestic market infrastructure and then elaborates on improving Korea’s external financial 

linkages, both considering institutional (medium- to long-term) and crisis management (short-term) 

policies.  
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6.1. Domestic Issues and Options 

Institutional Reforms 

Improving Korea’s domestic market infrastructure could also involve improving transparency of its 

financial markets and regulatory environment. Highly transparent capital markets tend to go along with 

lower equity outflows relative to FDI in times of crises (Goldstein, Razin & Tong, 2010, pp. 3, 13-15). 

This means, capital flights are less likely if markets are closer to the ideal assumption of perfect 

information and thus fewer distortions arise from asymmetric information. On the other hand, improved 

information might lead to increased volatility of some aggregates and thus welfare losses, but others 

found no confirmation of this concern (Roca, 2010). Given that Korea ranks only 22 in one of those 

opacity indices, whereas Hong Kong and Singapore are ranked 2 and 3, respectively, there seem to exist 

opportunities for improvement in Korea’s markets (Kurtzman & Yago, 2009, p. 3).  

 

To reduce the reliance on (foreign) loan, enhancing domestic financial markets is critical. One strategy is 

to encourage financial innovation and the emergence of new products and services that better meet the 

needs of market participants. The government’s push towards a universal banking system may help the 

sector reap economies of scope and scale and thus may provide more services to more households and 

firms at lower costs.  

Another strategy is to reduce the imbalance between conglomerates (chaebols) and SMEs regarding credit 

access. Even though there are regulations to curtail relationship banking and connected lending within 

business conglomerates, while at the same time imposing minimum ratios of loans banks must extend to 

SME, it still appears that access to credit is distorted in favor or larger companies (EIU, 2010a, pp. 13-14). 

One rather harsh policy option could be to break up large chaebols, potentially on the grounds that such 

structures allow prevalence of many unprofitable businesses under one large umbrella. Another option, on 

which efforts have been launched in the recent crisis, is to restructure conglomerates and SME for 

example by improvements in risk management or disposal of assets (FSC, 2009b).  
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A third strategy to boost domestic financial development is to enhance prudential regulations to improve 

among others risk management, and capital and liquidity standards to make financial institutions more 

resilient in crisis and thus also more able to provide credit to Korean businesses.  

 

Crisis Management Tools 

There are a few options to mitigate adverse effects of exchange rate and cross-border capital flow 

fluctuations in the short run and the Korean authorities have adopted several such measures in the recent 

crisis. First, the government can step in to provide liquidity to companies and markets.36 Second, it could 

set up or expand guarantees for loans to calm markets. Third, it could temporarily relax capital standards 

and other prudential regulations so as to prevent them from having a crisis-worsening effect.  

 

 

6.2. External Linkages and Options 

Institutional Reforms 

At least the following options could improve the resilience of the Korea’s economy and financial markets 

with regards to its external linkages. First, beyond the measures that have been already adopted, 

regulators could set or increase ratios of liquid funds in FX that financial institutions in general or so-

called forex banks (i.e. banks that are registered to provide FX services in Korea) and companies with 

cross-border operations must hold. This could mitigate FX shortages in normal times or early phases of 

crises, as simply more FX would be available than otherwise. However, this may increase funding costs 

of the affected companies, make them less flexible and may increase their exposure to exchange rate risks. 

However, this policy could go along with a deepening of FX futures and swaps which may enhance the 

ability of companies to hedge against FX risk.  

                                                        
36 One example is the Korean government’s announcement in February 2010 to expand the treasury bill market by 
issuing W78tr bonds in 2010 of which a share will be inflation-linked (EIU, 2010a, pp. 3, 66). This move can 
broaden and deepen the domestic market for debt securities which could also enhance resilience of Korea’s financial 
markets.  
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The authorities may try to influence both the maturity and the composition of capital flows. One strategy 

may be to encourage more incoming FDI as a share of capital inflows, as FDI is seen as more resilient to 

shocks among others because direct investments are harder to liquidate quickly. There is evidence that 

larger pre-crisis exposure to non-FDI flows worsened the credit crunch (Tong & Wei, 2009). On the other 

hand, increasing the share of FDI may be only a partial solution, as FDI flows tend to be relatively small, 

compared to portfolio investments. Further, there may be political (and popular) limits to the degree of 

desirable foreign ownership of domestic firms which puts a ceiling on FDI.  

A second strategy could be enhancing the (won) bond market by attracting more foreign investors whose 

share is relatively small with 5.83%, most of which is in Treasuries and BOK monetary stabilization 

bonds (FSS, 2010, p. 2). A larger foreign participation could reduce yields and thus borrowing costs, and 

may dampen volatility of local bond markets. In particular, diversifying institutional investors seem to be 

attractive, as this would imply a more diverse set of investment strategies which help improve market 

liquidity and depth which in turn renders these debt securities markets more efficient (Peiris, 2010). This 

could complement a domestic strategy to reduce the reliance on bank lending as corporate financing tool, 

and thus may also reduce the skewed reliance on FX borrowing from overseas.  

Options to increase foreign bond market participation may include encouraging foreign investment banks 

to underwrite debt issuance which may incentivize also the inclusion of more potential foreign investors. 

Alternatively, the government may encourage Korean businesses to issue debt abroad (if possible in won) 

which diversifies not only Korean corporate finances, but may also strengthen the won’s international role. 

After the recent crisis and in light of an anticipated declining role of the US dollar, it seems likely that 

investors may wish to diversify their FX portfolio and thus the won may benefit from that trend.  

 

Another approach may focus on strengthening foreign banks’ role in the Korean financial markets. In the 

recent crisis, foreign banks seemed to have played the role of stabilizers in Korea: The systemic 

vulnerability Index SVI is much lower for foreign banks’ branches in Korea, as domestic branches of 
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foreign banks have been much less exposed to systemic FX funding liquidity problems due to their access 

to a global bank network, whereas domestic banks relied on FX from foreign banks (Lee, 2010, p. 21). 

Thus, foreign banks seemed to be systemically important regarding FX for the Korean banking sector. 

Meanwhile, domestic banks have been crucial in spreading the contagion from an external FX shock in 

the banking sector further to the Korean real economy, and Korean domestic banks have shown signs of 

FX liquidity shortages between 2006 and 2009, whereas foreign bank branches have not (Lee, 2010, pp. 

21-22).  

Encouraging foreign banks to deepen their roots in Korea by expanding their retail businesses could 

strengthen Korean access to (FX) liquidity and may provide additional competition to local banks which 

could further stimulate financial development.  

 

Crisis Management Tools 

After having been despised in the late 1990s, capital controls have been used in the recent economic crisis 

and become more accepted as potentially useful tool.37 If the (volatility of the) capital flows are likely to 

be transitory, if the exchange rate is not fundamentally imbalanced, if the central bank has decent FX 

reserves, if the economy is at or near potential output, and if sterilization reaches its limits, then capital 

controls could be an effective tool (Ostry et al., 2010, pp. 4-8). Korea would arguably have met these 

criteria on the eve of the recent crisis and thus some sort of capital controls might have been effective in 

at least mitigating the net capital outflow and the ensuing won-depreciation. On the other hand, installing 

extensive capital controls for an infinite period without conditioning them on economic indicators may 

harm a country’s financial development, and impose output and welfare losses (Ostry et al., p. 5).  

Future policy options for Korea may include requiring from foreign investors a certain ratio of inflowing 

loans, trade credit or debt securities investments to be long-term, or imposing some restrictions on 

outflows (of originally short-term capital inflows). Since these restrictions are costly to investors and 

would reduce the attractiveness of Korea as investment destination, they could be announced as policy, 

                                                        
37 Compare the rather skeptical conclusion in Ariyoshi et al. (2000) with a more recent paper by Ostry et al. (2010).  
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but would only become binding in a crisis situation conditional on some economic indicators. By framing 

the controls in this fashion, the policy would be transparent, pin down expectations in advance and, given 

the conditions, be limited to temporary restrictions.  

 

One policy option that has been used already is setting up FX swap lines among central banks who then 

have more FX reserves to supply domestic markets with various currencies and thus mitigate FX 

shortages. The Chiang May Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM) goes one step farther and creates a pool 

of funds which has the potential to be an effective tool to fight FX shortages in crises (Rillo, 2010).38 On 

the other hand, if FX swap markets are under stress, speculators may benefit and drive up funding costs 

and hence counterparty risks of those who are suffering already from a FX shortage. This has contributed 

to the illiquidity of FX swap markets in late 2007 (Baba, Packer, Nagano, 2008). FX swap market 

dynamics may affect the exchange rates, reduce asset values and thus impair balance sheets (Barkbu & 

Ong, 2010). Given their potentially limited availability (volume, temporary nature, sound macroeconomic 

fundamentals as potential precondition), FX swap lines seem inferior to FX reserves as tool to provide FX 

liquidity (Aizenmann, Jinjarak & Park, 2010).  

 

The BOK could and did use its own FX reserves to intervene in FX markets. Despite having significant 

reserves, the BOK was unable to prevent the won-depreciation in the recent crisis, which implies that 

even heavier interventions may either not have brought a sizeable mitigation of the won-depreciation, or 

would have been too costly on other grounds (e.g. trade-offs between providing FX and other monetary 

policy goals and the resulting risks to the BOK’s credibility). However, given the constraints of other 

tools to get FX liquidity, using the BOK’s reserves remains an important crisis management tool.  

 

                                                        
38  One caveat regarding the Chiang Mai framework for ASEAN+3 countries has been the question of how 
committed countries are to step in and help. Indeed, the CMIM emerged only after the recent crisis, which could 
imply that the crisis has seriously strengthened the commitment for mutual intraregional emergency aid. On the 
other hand, it could be that some ASEAN+3 countries may in the future not want to rely excessively on China to 
prevent overwhelming political influence from there.  
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7. Conclusion 

This paper has argued that net capital flows outflows have contributed to two significant won-

depreciation events in the last 15 years. In addition, it examined the role of macroeconomic fundamentals 

and structural variables to control for differences between the US and Korean markets and their role in 

influencing the won/dollar exchange rate.  

Results from testing several model specifications using various regression techniques support the claim 

that capital outflows indeed contributed to the depreciation of the won/dollar exchange rate. Net debt 

securities, (primarily short-run) net loans and net (short-run) trade credits flows were significant 

contributors to the won-depreciation. Regarding the control variables, a growth in the Korean money 

supply (M2) appears to have been consistently contributing to a won-depreciation, whereas a growing FX 

reserve accumulation has tended to induce a won-appreciation which is in line with expectations from 

economic theory.  

Policy implications from the results include that Korea should strive on the domestic front to reduce 

reliance on (foreign) loans and broaden its financial markets to make them more resilient and to mitigate 

adverse effects of shocks. Regarding its global linkages, Korea may influence composition and maturity 

of cross-border capital flows by regulating capital flows, by strengthening the won’s international role, by 

diversifying the role of and links with foreign financial institutions and investors and by strengthening 

bilateral and regional cooperation with other central banks.  
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APPENDIX 
8. Figures 

Figure 8.1. Net US Bank Claims In US Dollar On Korea and the Exchange Rate39 

 
Source: TIC: Claims, TIC: Liabilities.  

 
 
Figure 8.2. Korea’s FX Reserves and M2 

 
Source: BOK ECOS.  
  

                                                        
39 All figures in this section use the won/dollar nominal exchange rate.  
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Figure 8.3. US and Korean Five-year Treasury Bond Yields, Their Spread and the Exchange Rate 

 
Source: BOK ECOS.  

 
 
Figure 8.4. VIX and the Exchange Rate  

 
Source: BOK ECOS, CBOE. For both the exchange rate and the VIX monthly averages have been used.  
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Figure 8.5. KOSPI-S&P and the Exchange Rate 

 
Source: BOK ECOS, Yahoo Finance. For both the exchange rate and the KOSPI-S&P monthly averages have been 
used.  

 
 
Figure 8.6. Current Account Balance of Korea With the US and the Exchange Rate 

 
Source: BOK ECOS.   
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Figure 8.7. Partial Autocorrelation of WonE 

  
Source: Stata Output.  

 
 
Figure 8.8. Partial Autocorrelation of Won REER 

 
Source: Stata Output.  
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9. Regression Outputs 
 

Table 9.1. Model A, Breusch-Godfrey LM Test for Autocorrelation 
lags(p) chi2 df Prob > chi2 

1 61.869 1 0 

2 63.254 2 0 

3 64.767 3 0 

4 65.038 4 0 

5 65.168 5 0 

6 65.703 6 0 

7 65.712 7 0 

8 66.104 8 0 

9 67.816 9 0 

10 67.816 10 0 

11 69.727 11 0 

12 70.019 12 0 

13 71.038 13 0 

H0: no serial correlation 
 Source: Stata output.  

 
 
 

Table 9.2. Model B, Breusch-Godfrey LM Test for Autocorrelation 
lags(p) chi2 df Prob > chi2 

1 45.589 1 0 

2 46.334 2 0 

3 47.331 3 0 

4 48.694 4 0 

5 49.2 5 0 

6 49.446 6 0 

7 49.918 7 0 

8 50.26 8 0 

9 55.74 9 0 

10 56.528 10 0 

11 56.88 11 0 

12 57.933 12 0 

13 59.839 13 0 

14 60.175 14 0 

15 60.696 15 0 

16 60.983 16 0 

17 61.041 17 0 

H0: No serial correlation 
 Source: Stata output.  
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Table 9.3. Model A, Using ARMA(1,1) 
Dependent 
variable: 

ARMA(1,1) 
Using conditional MLE, Gaussian/robust std. errors 

WonE Full model Restricted Model 

CA 0.097*** 0.096*** 0.097*** 0.098*** 0.107*** 0.097*** 0.088*** 

  (3.20) (3.16) (3.18) (3.14) (3.20) (3.19) (3.17) 

Net Equity 0.0026 
 

0.0034* 0.0046** 0.0032 0.0026   

  (1.34)   (1.87) (2.34) (1.57) (1.34)   

Net Debt -0.0038* -0.0043** 
 

-0.0019 -0.0039* -0.0038*   

  (-1.79) (-2.05)   (-0.94) (-1.83) (-1.77)   

Net Loans -0.0026* -0.0032** -0.0015 
 

-0.0021 -0.0025*   

  (-1.72) (-2.20) (-1.14)   (-1.51) (-1.73)   

Net TC -0.014** -0.014** -0.014** -0.013* 
 

-0.014** -0.018* 

  (-2.08) (-2.18) (-2.09) (-1.93)   (-2.09) (-1.66) 

Net USB -0.0005 -0.0006 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0009 
 

  

  (-0.33) (-0.34) (-0.18) (-0.18) (-0.55)     

KOSPI-S&P 1095.86 1207.18 1207.46 1043.44 1233.53 1073.37   

  (1.20) (1.32) (1.32) (1.14) (1.30) (1.15)   

Spread 23.98 23.29 23.99 23.36 26.22 24.32   

  (1.37) (1.33) (1.37) (1.33) (1.39) (1.38)   

FX Res -0.0034*** -0.0036*** -0.0035*** -0.0035*** -0.0036*** -0.0035*** -0.0045*** 

  (-4.34) (-4.56) (-4.28) (-4.53) (-4.37) (-4.45) (-5.25) 

VIX 0.398 -0.009 0.554 0.945 0.420 0.406   

  (0.27) (-0.01) (0.38) (0.72) (0.28) (0.28)   

M2 0.0009*** 0.0009*** 0.0009*** 0.0009*** 0.0009*** 0.0009*** 0.0010*** 

  (4.03) (4.19) (3.92) (4.03) (4.09) (4.06) (5.52) 

Constant 675.81*** 682.31*** 672.87*** 667.22*** 664.78*** 670.68*** 788.16*** 

  (5.67) (5.75) (5.58) (5.49) (5.49) (5.57) (8.48) 

AR Lag 1 0.92*** 0.92*** 0.92*** 0.91*** 0.90*** 0.92*** 0.89*** 

  (17.43) (17.23) (18.42) (16.45) (14.49) (17.29) (12.7) 

MA Lag 1 -0.075 -0.082 -0.078 -0.062 -0.035 -0.075 -0.071 

  (-0.57) (-0.61) (-0.61) (-0.46) (-0.25) (-0.56) (-0.58) 

/SIGMA2 3202.80*** 3223.27*** 3249.86*** 3262.33*** 3320.05*** 3204.29*** 3661.18*** 

  (4.41) (4.46) (4.44) (4.32) (4.21) (4.41) (3.29) 

DW 1.33 1.34 1.34 1.32 1.30 1.33 1.32 

Wald (chi2) 1443.17 1451.43 1450.16 1362.18 1127.30 1438.41 1128.97 

AIC 1961.01 1960.13 1961.56 1962.25 1965.32 1959.09 1970.61 

BIC 2008.65 2004.60 2006.03 2006.72 2009.79 2003.56 1996.02 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted model, variables have been omitted based on a Wald test (H0: 
variable equals 0) at the 5% level.  
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Table 9.4. Model A, Using ARMA(2,1) and ARMA(1,2) 
Dependent 
variable: 

ARMA(2,1) ARMA(1,2) 
Using conditional MLE, Gaussian/robust standard errors 

WonE Full model Restricted Model Full model Restricted Model 

CA 0.10*** 0.10*** 0.08*** 0.10*** 0.10*** 0.11*** 0.10*** 

  (3.29) (3.27) (3.37) (3.46) (3.45) (3.52) (3.67) 

Net Equity 0.002 
 

  0.002 
 

0.003 0.002 

  (1.22)     (1.13)   (1.39) (1.09) 

Net Debt -0.004* -0.004** -0.004** -0.004* -0.005** -0.005** -0.005** 

  (-1.83) (-2.09) (-2.37) (-1.95) (-2.19) (-2.05) (-2.08) 

Net Loans -0.003* -0.003** -0.003* -0.003* -0.003** -0.002 -0.003** 

  (-1.78) (-2.23) (-1.89) (-1.81) (-2.21) (-1.63) (-2.12) 

Net TC -0.014** -0.014** -0.016** -0.013* -0.013* 
 

-0.013* 

  (-2.13) (-2.23) (-2.04) (-1.85) (-1.95)   (-1.93) 

Net USB -0.0006 -0.0006   -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0009 
   (-0.34) (-0.35)   (-0.40) (-0.40) (-0.52)   

KOSPI-S&P 1050.8 1148.7   897.5 984.8 955.4 
   (1.18) (1.29)   (0.97) (1.07) (1.00)   

Spread 24.1 23.5   24.3 23.7 26.5 24.6 

  (1.41) (1.38)   (1.43) (1.40) (1.46) (1.40) 

FX Res -0.003*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.003*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** 

  (-4.46) (-4.71) (-4.92) (-4.44) (-4.69) (-4.52) (-5.07) 

VIX 0.36 -0.02   0.40 0.05 0.38 
   (0.26) (-0.01)   (0.28) (0.03) (0.27)   

M2 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 

  (4.13) (4.31) (5.27) (4.14) (4.31) (4.25) (4.85) 

Constant 675*** 681*** 813*** 675*** 681*** 663*** 669*** 

  (5.76) (5.84) (7.94) (5.81) (5.89) (5.63) (5.52) 

AR Lag 1 1.4*** 1.4*** -1.3*** 0.95*** 0.95*** 0.94*** 0.95*** 

  (5.24) (6.00) (-23.74) (19.00) (19.18) (17.41) (18.92) 

AR Lag 2 -0.42* -0.43* 1.98***   
     (-1.73) (-2.02) (18.47)   
   MA Lag 1 -0.56** -0.59*** 2.24*** -0.09 -0.10 -0.07 -0.09 

  (-2.47) (-3.02) (238.67) (-0.88) (-0.98) (-0.64) (-0.93) 

MA Lag 2   
 

  -0.12 -0.13 -0.15* -0.14 

    
 

  (-1.28) (-1.45) (-1.72) (-1.57) 

/SIGMA2 3194*** 3211*** 3504*** 3182*** 3198*** 3286*** 3203*** 

  (4.39) (4.44) (3.24) (4.33) (4.37) (4.12) (4.32) 

Wald (chi2) 4183.53 4370.28 9.14E+08 1816.8 1865.9 1567.0 1680.7 

AIC 1962.45 1961.41 1968.99 1961.8 1960.7 1965.5 1957.1 

BIC 2013.27 2009.05 2003.93 2012.6 2008.3 2013.1 1998.3 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted model, variables have been omitted based on a Wald test (H0: 
variable equals 0) at the 5% level.  
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Table 9.5. Model B, Using OLS 
Dependent variable: OLS 
WonE Full model Restricted Model 

CA 0.20*** 0.20*** 0.20*** 0.21*** 

  (13.13) (13.18) (13.47) (14.29) 

Net Equity 0.003 
 

0.003   

  (0.88) 
 

(0.82)   

Net Debt -0.009** -0.010*** -0.008** -0.008** 

  (-2.46) (-2.91) (-2.37) (-2.49) 

Net USB -0.0018 -0.0017 
 

  

  (-0.87) (-0.81) 
 

  

KOSPI-S&P 3954.7** 4072.6** 3950.5** 4021.3** 

  (2.47) (2.55) (2.47) (2.55) 

Spread 15.81*** 14.82*** 16.83*** 16.42*** 

  (3.01) (2.89) (3.29) (3.53) 

FX Res -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.005*** 

  (-8.72) (-10.21) (-8.91) (-11.82) 

VIX 0.82 0.10 0.74   

  (0.53) (0.08) (0.48)   

M2 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 

  (8.45) (9.52) (8.55) (11.19) 

Net SR TC -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.05*** 

  (-3.74) (-3.74) (-3.75) (-4.32) 

Net LR TC 0.018 0.015 0.017   

  (1.45) (1.27) (1.38)   

Net CapT -0.33** -0.32** -0.32** -0.31*** 

  (-2.54) (-2.44) (-2.44) (-2.78) 

Net SRL -0.002 -0.003 -0.002   

  (-0.76) (-1.30) (-0.72)   

Net LRL 0.0012 0.0004 0.0012   

  (0.22) (0.08) (0.21)   

Constant 642.7*** 652.9*** 629.0*** 640.4*** 

  (11.88) (12.37) (12.17) (13.35) 

F statistic 61.28 66.02 66.03 107 

R2 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 

Adj R2 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 

Breusch-Pagan LM Test 6.93 6.48 6.05 4.74 

DW 0.77 0.78 0.76 0.83 

AIC 2017.3 2016.1 2016.1 2011.0 

BIC 2064.6 2060.3 2060.2 2039.4 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted setting, selected variables have been omitted based on a Wald test 
(H0: variable equals 0) at the 5% level.  
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Table 9.6. Model C, Using OLS 
Dependent variable:  OLS 
$/W REER Full model Restricted Model 

CA 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 

  (15.36) (15.41) (15.76) (15.49) (15.45) (16.27) 

Net Equity -2.6E-06 
 

-1.18E-06 -2.34E-06 -2.69E-06 
   (-0.64) 

 
(-0.37) (-0.64) (-0.85) 

 Net Debt -8E-06** -7E-06** -7E-06** -8E-06** -8E-06** -7E-06** 

  (-2.17) (-2.08) (-2.07) (-2.22) (-2.25) (-2.05) 

Net Loans -1.54E-06 -8.49E-07 
 

-1.55E-06 -1.74E-06 
   (-0.68) (-0.42) 

 
(-0.68) (-0.87) 

 Net TC -1.76E-05** -1.7E-05** -0.00002** -1.8E-05** -1.8E-05** -0.00002* 

  (-2.07) (-1.99) (-2.02) (-2.08) (-2.08) (-1.91) 

Net USB 2.15E-07 1.71E-07 2.59E-07 
 

2.18E-07 
   (0.10) (0.08) (0.12) 

 
(0.10) 

 KOSPI-S&P 4.69*** 4.62*** 4.61*** 4.69*** 4.71*** 4.62*** 

  (2.88) (2.85) (2.84) (2.89) (2.91) (2.87) 

Spread 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.02*** 

  (3.49) (3.80) (3.56) (3.58) (3.51) (3.89) 

FX Res -5E-06*** -5E-06*** -5E-06*** -5E-06*** -5E-06*** -5E-06*** 

  (-9.33) (-10.64) (-9.38) (-9.53) (-14.10) (-16.92) 

VIX 0.0003 0.0007 0.0007 0.0003 
    (0.19) (0.58) (0.58) (0.19) 
  M2 8.49E-07*** 8.1E-07*** 8.3E-07*** 8E-07*** 9E-07*** 9E-07*** 

  (7.39) (8.13) (7.46) (7.50) (12.24) (13.73) 

Constant 0.89*** 0.88*** 0.88*** 0.89*** 0.89*** 0.89*** 

  (22.03) (22.30) (22.35) (26.58) (22.31) (27.50) 

F statistic 83.88 92.55 92.52 92.82 92.80 133.89 

R2 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 

Adj R2 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 

Breusch-Pagan LM Test 11.12 11.45 10.90 11.14 10.81 10.01 

DW  0.98 0.96 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 

AIC -369.26 -370.82 -370.77 -371.25 -371.22 -376.02 

BIC -331.15 -335.88 -335.83 -371.25 -336.28 -350.61 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted model, variables have been omitted based on a Wald test (H0: 
variable equals 0) at the 5% level.  
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Table 9.7. Model D, Using OLS and AR(1) 

  OLS Prais-Winston AR(1) 

Dependent variable:  
 

With robust standard errors, single lag 

Won REER Full Model Restricted Model Full Model Restricted Model 

CA -0.008*** -0.009*** -0.001 -0.001* 

  (-11.61) (-12.53) (-1.63) (-1.76) 

Net Equity -0.0001 
 

-8E-06   

  (-0.90) 
 

(-0.09)   

Net Debt  0.001*** 0.0006*** 0.00004 0.0001 

  (3.39) (3.79) (0.56) (1.64) 

Net USB 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 5E-05 6E-05 

  (3.44) (3.39) (0.61) (0.84) 

KOSPI-S&P -123.8* -137.4* -51.6   

  (-1.65) (-1.86) (-1.54)   

Spread -1.32*** -1.18*** -2.14*** -2.13*** 

  (-5.39) (-5.31) (-3.39) (-3.06) 

FX Res 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 0.0002*** 

  (9.88) (12.06) (4.60) (5.14) 

VIX 0.10 0.13** 0.03   

  (1.38) (2.12) (0.44)   

M2 -0.00006*** -6.2E-05*** -6.04E-05*** -0.00006*** 

  (-10.95) (-12.47) (-5.04) (-6.06) 

Net SR TC 0.002*** 0.001*** 0.0005 0.0007 

  (3.02) (2.87) (1.51) (1.50) 

Net LR TC -0.001** -0.00106** -6E-05 -6E-05 

  (-2.05) (-2.04) (-0.31) (-0.30) 

Net CapT -0.014** -0.015** -0.013*** -0.013*** 

  (-2.20) (-2.51) (-4.14) (-4.63) 

Net SRL 0.0002** 0.0002** 0.00004 0.0001 

  (2.02) (2.49) (0.82) (1.37) 

Net LRL 0.0002 
 

-0.0002   

  (0.88) 
 

(-1.07)   

Net FDI -0.00009 
 

3E-05   

  (-0.19) 
 

(0.21)   

Net Der -0.0007 -0.0006 0.0005**   

  (-1.08) (-0.98) (2.16)   

Constant 111.2*** 110.2*** 120.1*** 119.7*** 

  (46.05) (47.94) (16.07) (17.01) 

F statistic 92.78 114.79 78.69 134.11 

R2 0.90 0.90 0.69 0.69 

Adj R2 0.893 0.8937     

Breusch-Pagan LM Test 0.29 0.11     

DW (transformed) 0.91 0.90 1.40 1.42 

AIC 976.49 972.63 746.56 744.66 

BIC 1030.49 1017.10 800.55 779.60 

Roh     0.96 0.95 

Notes: T-values are in parentheses below the respective coefficients. ***, ** and * symbolize significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. In the restricted model, variables have been omitted based on a Wald test (H0: 
variable equals 0) at the 5% level. Roh is the estimated coefficient in the regression �� =  ����� +  	�.  
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10. Variables 
Definition, description and source of the variables. Arrows reflect clicks necessary within the database to 
get to the respective time series.  
 
WonE (Main Dependent Variable) 
Description: Average exchange rate in Korean won per US dollar per month.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: Monthly.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS � Exchange Rate/Foreign Exchange � Foreign Exchange Rate � Average 
Period, End of Period � Arbitraged Rates of Major Currencies Against won, Longer Frequency � Rate 
& won per US dollar (Close).  
 
$/W REER (Secondary Dependent Variable)  
Description: Ratio of dollar REER divided by won REER using for both the narrow basket.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and divided dollar REER by 
won REER.  
Original Form of Data: Monthly.  
Data Source: BIS.  
 
Won REER (Tertiary Dependent Variable) 
Description: Won REER using a broad basket.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: Monthly.  
Data Source: BIS.  
 
CA 
Description: Current account balance of Korea against the US per month in US$ million.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded two data series (Exports by Korea to the US; Imports by Korea from the 
US) from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet. In order to get the current account, the imports have been 
subtracted from the exports for each month and then divided by 1000 to get the figures in US$ million.  
Original Form of Data: Exports and imports are both per month in US$ 1000.  
Data Source:  
For Exports: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Exports and Imports � Exports � Exports By 
Principal Country (Korea Customs Service) � USA 
For Imports: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Exports and Imports � Exports � Imports By 
Principal Country (Korea Customs Service) � USA 
 
Net Equity 
Description: Net equity flows as portfolio investment (and thus excluding FDI-related equity transactions) 
between Korea and the rest of the world per month in US$ million. A negative figure means a capital 
outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and performed 
calculations there. To get the net equity flows, the sum was taken of “equity securities flows of portfolio 
investments” (as assets) and “equity securities flows of portfolio investments, liabilities”.  
Original Form of Data: Both equity securities flows as assets and liabilities are per month in US$ million.  
Data Source:  
For Equity Assets: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � Financial 
Account � Balance of Portfolio Investment � Portfolio Investments, Assets � Equity Securities of P.I. 
For Equity Liabilities: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � Financial 
Account � Balance of Portfolio Investment � Portfolio Investments, Liabilities � Equity Securities of 
P.I., Liabilities 
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Net Debt 
Description: Net debt securities flows as portfolio investment between Korea and the rest of the world per 
month in US$ million. A negative figure means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and performed 
calculations there. To get the net debt flows, the sum was taken of “debt securities of portfolio 
investments” as assets and liabilities.  
Original Form of Data: Both debt securities flows as assets and liabilities are per month in US$ million.  
Data Source:  
For Debt Assets: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � Financial 
Account � Balance of Portfolio Investment � Portfolio Investments, Assets � Debt Securities of P.I. 
For Debt Liabilities: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � Financial 
Account � Balance of Portfolio Investment � Portfolio Investments, Liabilities � Debt Securities of 
P.I., Liabilities 
 
Net Loans 
Description: Net loan flows between Korea and the rest of the world per month in US$ million. A 
negative figure means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and performed 
calculations there. To get the net loan flows, the sum was taken of both short-and long-term loans as 
assets and as liabilities.  
Original Form of Data: Both loan flows (assets and liabilities) are per month in US$ million.  
Data Source:  
For Loan Assets Flows:  BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � 
Financial Account � Balance of Other Investment � Other Investment, Assets � Loans 
For Loan Liabilities Flows: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � 
Financial Account � Balance of Other Investment � Other Investment, Liabilities � Loans  
 
Net TC 
Description: Net trade credit flows between Korea and the rest of the world per month in US$ million. A 
negative figure means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and performed 
calculations there. To get the net trade credits flows, the sum was taken of short-term and long-term trade 
credit flows as assets and as liabilities.  
Original Form of Data: Both loan flows (assets and liabilities) are per month in US$ million.  
Data Source:  
For Trade Credits Assets Flows:  BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � 
Financial Account � Balance of Other Investment � Other Investment, Assets � Trade Credits, Assets 
For Trade Credits Liabilities Flows: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � 
Financial Account � Balance of Other Investment � Other Investment, Liabilities � Trade Credits, 
Liabilities 
 
Net USB 
Description: US Banks’ own net claims on Korea that are denominated and payable in US$ million (and 
thus claims that are denominated in other currency are excluded, due to lack of data) per month.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and performed 
calculations there. For each claims and liabilities, both data sets (2003-today; data before 2003) have been 
used and have been compiled together into a single Excel file. Net claims result by subtracting “Total own 
liabilities payable in dollars [3]” by US banks from “Total own claims payable in US dollars [3]” by 
Koreans.  
Original Form of Data: Both claims and liabilities are in US$ million per month.  
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Data Source: US Department of the Treasury: Treasury International Capital [TIC] Reporting System � 
(2.) Banking Data, Monthly � Liabilities to/Claims on Korea, South (Country Code: 43001)  
 
KOSPI-S&P 
Description: Relative return differential between the Korean stock market index KOSPI 100 and the US 
S$P 500 as average per month (in percentage points).  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and then 
calculations performed. First, the daily return of the KOSPI 100 was calculated, then the daily return for 
the S&P 500. Second, the return of the S&P 500 was subtracted from the KOSPI 100 return (daily). Third, 
the monthly average of the return differential was calculated.  
Original Form of Data: Daily quotes for both the KOSPI 100 and the S&P 500.  
Data Source:  
For the KOSPI 100:  BOK ECOS � Securities/Public Finance � Key Statistics for Listed Stocks � 
Stock Market (daily) � KOSPI 
For the S&P 500: Yahoo Finance � S&P 500 INDEX, RTH (^GSPC) � Historical Prices 
 
Spread 
Description: This is the difference in the yield (in percent p.a.) of the five year Korean government bond 
and the five year US Treasury bond on a monthly basis (in percentage points).  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet. The monthly 
average of the US Treasury five year bond has been subtracted from the Korean five year government 
bond for each month.  
Original Form of Data: Monthly, in percent.  
Data Source:  
For the Korean 5 year bond: BOK ECOS � Interest Rates� Market Interest Rates � Yields of 
Treasury bonds (5-year) 
For US 5year bond: BOK ECOS � Foreign Countries/North Korea � International Key Statistics � 
Major International Interest Rates � T/N (5years USA) 
 
FX Res 
Description: Bank of Korea holdings of foreign currencies per month in US$ million.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: In US$ thousand per month.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS � Exchange Rate/Foreign Exchange � International Reserves � Foreign 
Currency Reserves 
 
VIX 
Description: Monthly average of the closing quote of the VIX index.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series (new methodology, using both series 2004 to present and data 
for 1990-2003) from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet, then calculated the average for each month of 
the time period under consideration.  
Original Form of Data: Daily index quotes.  
Data Source: Chicago Board Options Exchange [CBOE] � Historical Data.  
 
M2 
Description: Amount of money in M2 aggregate in won billion per month.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: In won billion, per month.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS � Money & Banking � Money & Banking (Monetary Authority) � M2 
(Broad Money, Average) 
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Net SR TC 
Description: Net short-term trade credit flows between Korea and the rest of the world per month in 
US$ million. A negative figure means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: In US$ million, per month.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS, cf. explanation for Net TC.  
 
Net LR TC 
Description: Net long-term trade credit flows between Korea and the rest of the world per month in 
US$ million. A negative figure means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: In US$ million, per month.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS, cf. explanation for Net TC.  
 
Net CapT 
Description: Net capital transfers between Korea and the rest of the world. A negative figure means a 
capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: In won billion, per month.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � Capital Account � 
Balance of Capital Transfers.  
 
Net SRL 
Description: Net short-term loan flows between Korea and the rest of the world per month in US$ million. 
A negative figure means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and performed 
calculations there. To get the net loan flows, the sum was taken of loans as assets and loans as liabilities.  
Original Form of Data: Both loan flows (assets and liabilities) are per month in US$ million.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS, cf. explanation for Net Loans.  
 
Net LRL 
Description: Net long-term loan flows between Korea and the rest of the world per month in US$ million. 
A negative figure means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data series from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet and performed 
calculations there. To get the net loan flows, the sum was taken of loans as assets and loans as liabilities.  
Original Form of Data: Both loan flows (assets and liabilities) are per month in US$ million.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS, cf. explanation for Net Loans. 
 
Net FDI 
Description: Net FDI flows between Korea and the rest of the world. A negative figure means a capital 
outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: In US$ million, per month.  
Data Source: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � Capital and Financial 
Account � Financial Account � Balance of Direct Investments.  
 
Net Der 
Description: Net financial derivatives flows between Korea and the rest of the world. A negative figure 
means a capital outflow out of Korea.  
Variable Creation: Downloaded data from the internet into an Excel spreadsheet.  
Original Form of Data: In US$ million, per month.  
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Data Source: BOK ECOS � Balance of Payments � Balance of Payments � Capital and Financial 
Account � Financial Account � Balance of Financial Derivatives.  
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